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PUBLISHER’S NOTES
The Rohingya Muslims of
Arakan played a glorious role in
the
establishment
and
consolidation of the great
Arakanese Empire known as
Maruk-U Empire.
Unfortunately for us this part of
history has been subjected to
utter negligence. As a result,
the glorious chapter of the
history of the Rohingya Muslims of Arakan has uptill now
remains unwritten.
The author of the following pages, Dr. Abdul Karim, is
a great scholar and reputed historian of this SubContinent in his own right. The present work “ THE
ROHINGYAS : A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THEIR HISTORY AND CULTURE
” is the result of his strenuous research work dedicated to

the cause of unearthing that glorious chapter of Rohingya
national history. In this work of historic importance, he not
only gave a complete account of the coming or growth of
Muslims in Arakan along with its socio-political and
cultural background but also the impact that it created on
the subsequent
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history of the Rohingya nation. Since this is the first book
written in English by a reknown historian of the SubContinent, Arakan Historical Society, Bangladesh
considers it an honour to publish this book and present it
to the readers and researchers of Rohingya and Arakan,
both at home and abroad.
We are thankful to Allah Almity for enabling us to
bring out this wonderful work of national importance on
behalf of the Arakan Historical Society, Chittagong,
Bangladesh.
Mohamed Ashraf Alam
Secretary
Research and Publication Department
ARAKAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY
CHITTAGONG, BANGLADESH

Chittagong
01-6-2000
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Preface
The Rohingya problem has
of late become a matter of
great concern to the
government and the people
of Bangladesh. Several Lakh
of uprooted Rohingyas, men,
women and children, came
out of their homeland
Arakan and took shelter in
Bangladesh. This happened
not once but twice, in 197879 and 1991-92; the
problem is not yet over; the
reverse movement, i.e. the
repatriation of the Rohingyas had started already, but is not yet
complete. Such a big number of refugees have given rise to
many problems in Bangladesh-problem of food, shelter,
sanitation and law and order. This is a man-made problem,
created by the government of Burma (now called Myanmar);
their deliberate policy to denationalise the Rohingyas and their
oppression over and suppression of the Rohingyas, compelled
the latter to leave the country and take shelter across the river
Naf in Bangladesh. The government of Bangladesh are not in a
position to bear this
great responsibility of given food and shelter to such a big
number of refugees. The international community, the United
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Nations High Commissioners for Refugees (UNHCR) have
come to the aid of the refugees and Bangladesh government
and to force the government of Myanmar to take back their
people.
Who are the Rohingyas and why is this problem? There are
about 18 lakh Rohingya Muslims in Arakan, a little less than
half of the total population. By the new Citizenship Act of the
ruling military junta in Myanmar, the Rohingya Muslims are
denied of their rights, right to own property, and right of
franchise. Even their basic human rights, i.e. right to live with
dignity and honour has been taken away. The Rohingyas have
been facing inhuman torture, in so much as they had to leave
their hearth and home leaving all their properties. But how
could such a huge number of people suddenly enter into
Arakan, so that the government of Burma (Myanmar) could
claim that they are not nationals of Burma? In the following
pages we have sought to examine these and such other
questions, in our study, we have found that the Rohingyas have
got a history, they are descendants of those who have been
settling there in Arakan from a thousand years before. The
Rohingyas have got a language, a culture and a heritage, and
above all the 18 lakh Rohingyas from a homogeneous group.
This is eyesore to the ruling junta of Myanmar and this is the
reason why they have been trying to expel the Rohingyas, men,
women and children. Ours is just a preliminary study; it is felt
that more intensive investigations have to be undertaken to get
a total picture of the whole issue.
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The first Muslim settlers in Arakan were the Arabs; they were
the shipwrecked people coming to the east for purpose of

trade. So after the introductory chapter, we have discussed the
different phases of the entry of the Muslims into Arakan. In our study
we have seen that initially the Muslims did not enter into Arakan in
their own interest, rather they were invited by the rulers of Arakan. In
fact one of the outset king of Arakan Naramikhla (Min Sawmun) was
restored to his throne by the Muslim arms of Bengal. He and his
successors invited the Muslims to exploit their economic resources
because their own people could not do it or did not know to do it. The
economic development of Arakan and also of Myanmar has come to
its present position due to the toil and labour of the foreigners, Kala
as the call them. The key to development of Arakan is due to the
Rohingyas, who are known being expelled by the Myanmar ruling
junta. Even when Arakan was occupied by the king Bodawpaya of
Burma, one third of the total population of Arakan were Muslims.
If I have been able to explain the Rohingya problem in its true
perspective, and if the readers get a correct picture, I shall feel
myself amply rewarded. While discussing the Rohingya culture and
about Muslim ministers and Muslim poets flourishing in Arakan, I
have quoted Medieval Bengali poems profusely. It may be
mentioned that rendering the Bengali poems into English is quite a
tough job, particularly translating the medieval Bengali poem. So at
places I have made a free translation. But I hope, the real purport of
the poets have not been distorted. Mr. Shamim Zubair, Professor of
Islamic History and Culture, Ranguniya Degree College, and Mr.
Ashraf Alam, former General Secretary, Arakan Historical Society,
Chittagong encouraged me to write this essay. I am grateful to them.

Abdul Karim
Chittagong
05-07-1997
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION
Arakan is now a part of the Union of Burma (renamed
Myanmar) but in the past she was independent. In ancient
times, Arakan was divided into two kingdoms, south Arakan or
Sandoway and north Arakan or Arakan proper. The two parts
were united into one in the last part of the 13th century and
this position of Arakan lasted till 1785 A. D. when the kingdom
was merged with Burma (Myanmar).
Geographical Features
Arakan is bounded in the north by India, in the south
and west by the sea (Bay of Bengal) and in the east by the
Yoma Mountains. In the north and west Arakan had a common
boundary with Bengal in the river Naf which is still the
borderline between Bangladesh and Burma. The old kingdom
of Arakan was stretched from north to south along the
coastline, divided by the high, stiff and inaccessible Yoma
Mountains from Burma. Though Arakan is now a part of Burma,
land communication between Arakan and the rest of Burma is
almost sealed except for the army and the armed forces; the
two parts are however linked by water communication. Being
situated on the sea, Arakan had harbours providing anchorage
to maritime ships; the country is intersected by many rivers and
streams of which three are important, Kaladan, Lemru and
Mayu.
The Arakanese kings established alternately capitals in
eight different towns, transferring from one to the other. The
14
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places were Thabeiktaung, Dinnyawadi and Vesali down to the
eleventh century, Pyinsa (Pyinsa-Sambawut) till 1118, Parin
1118-1167, Krit 1167-1180, Launggyet 1237-1433, and
Mrohaung (Mrauk-U) 1433-1785. All these capitals were
situated in the Akyab district on or near the river Lemru.
The Area of Arakan is 20,000 sq. miles. But Arakan
Hill-Tracts District (5,235 square miles) and southern most
part of Arakan were partitioned from Arakan. So, it has now
been reduced to 14,200 square miles. In the absence of
census it is not possible to give the exact population figure, but
the estimated population is 40 lakh excluding about 1.5
million of those Rohingya Muslims who had been expelled from
Arakan since 1942. At present inside Arakan, the Buddhists
and Muslims stand at almost in equal proportion, i.e. 20 lakh
are Buddhists, 18 lakh are Muslims and the rest 2 lakh are
Animists, Hindus and Christians.
Coming of the Foreigners
The wall of the Yoma hills rendered Arakan immune from
attack from the east and kept her more or less safe from
Burmese occupation. Both Burma and Arakan being maritime
countries naval attacks from one to the other took place
occasionally. The Shans overran part of Arakan, particularly the
Akyab zone in the 10th century. Occasional raids from Bengal
are also known; thus in the 13th - 14th centuries, in the reign
of Minhti (1273 ?-1374) a naval attack from Bengal is
recorded; Chittagong experienced attacks from Arakan more
than once and in the ancient and medieval periods, Chittagong
was often in the hands of the Arakanese kings.
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Of the religious groups of people, coming to Arakan from
outside, Buddhism reached Arakan earlier than all and
Buddhists had entered there earlier than they reached the
interior of Burma. The Mahamuni image of Buddha, usually
placed in the shrine of Dinnyawadi, an old capital and 22 miles
north of Mrohaung may be dated from the early centuries of the
Christian era, the Arakanese assign it to Sandathuriya (146-98
A.D).1 Compared to the Buddhist, the Hindus came to Arakan
much latter, which is proved by their fewer number. Whatever
that may be, after the 10th century Arakan was professedly a
Buddhist country, and during about the same time Muslims
traders from Arabia entered into her seaport in course of their
trading voyages to the east. Still later came the Europeans with
their large Ocean-going ships, and the Arabs and the
Europeans established trade links between Arakan and the
Eastern and Western countries.
The name of the Country
Arakan is a modern name, in ancient times the country was
known as Rakhaing. A. P. Phayre says that Rakhaing was the
name of a tribe in old Arakan and he could actually trace the
existence of the Rakhaing tribe at Pegu.2 Muslim writers called
it Rakhang or Arkhang, in a few coins of Sultan Shams-ud-din
Ghazi bearing the date 962 A. H. (1555 A. D.), the name of the
mint is read as Arakan. If the reading proves correct, it may be
assumed that even in the 16th century, Arakan was known by
this name.3 The Rohingyas of Arakan believe that Arakan is
derived from the Arabic word all-Rekan or al-Rukn,4 the Turkish
Admiral Sidi Al-Reis called the place Rakanj5 and in the
Bangali Punthi literature both Roshang and Rokam are used,
but the used of Roshang is more popular. In the 16th century
when the Europeans came, they wrote the name of the place
18
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Arakan and their maps also the country is known as Arakan. So
by evolution the old name Rakhaing was turned into Rakhang
or Arkhang of Muslim writers and later it becomes Arakan. It is
stated above that the last capital of the kingdom of Arakan was
at Mrohaung (Mrauk-U). The story of the transfer of the capital
to this place will be told at a later stage in this essay.
Mrohaung was called by the Bengali poets Roshang which in
the month of the local people of both Arakan and Chittagong
became Rohang, ‘sha’ being turned into ‘ha’ and thus the
people came to be known as Rohangi or Rohingya.
The Rohingyas are the Muslim inhabitants of Arakan, and
now they form a little less than half of the total population. The
story of how the Muslims came to Arakan, how their number
gradually increased and how did they fuse themselves into the
political, social and cultural life of the country of Arakan, is the
subject matter of this essay. They came to Arakan in several
phases, some came as traders from as far places as Arabia and
Persia, others came as conquerors and in the train of the
invading army, some came as victims of pirates and still others
came in peaceful pursuits. In the 17th century Arakan reached
its pinnacle of glory through the contribution of Muslim poets,
Muslim learned men, saints and administrators.
ENDNOTES
1. G. E. Harvey: History of Burma, London, 1925, ( hereafter referred to as
Harvey), p.313.
2. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, (hereafter referred to as
JASB), Vol. XIII, 1944, part 1, p. 24.
3. This is a tricky problem and much has been written both for and
against the reading by different scholars. We quote below the latest
opinion given by Pratip Kumar Mitra and Sutapa Sinha “Chandir Jhar
Hoard of Silver Coins” in Pratna Samiksha, Vols. 2&3, 1993-94,
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(Journal of the Directorate of Archaeology and Museums Government
of West Bengal, Calcutta, 1995, p. 285). :
The coins of the Afghan rulers of Bengal are fairly well
represented in the hoard. Only one coin (Sl. No. 199) of Shams al-din
Muhammad Shah Ghazi, the first Sultan, is available which bears a
date of 962 A. H. and mint name of Arakan. The coin is similar to
those published by Marsden, Lane Poole and Wright. But a
controversy had been raised regarding the reading of the mint name
Arakan in these coins. G. S. Farid has very aptly summarised such
controversy in the following words:
“According to Blochmann the correct reading on Marsden’s coins is
Sunargaon and not Arkat.
According to A.B.M. Habibullah the reading of the mint name
Arakan is not acceptable. He writes Arakan is not only a foreign name,
but the form was not known to the Muslims at that time. Muslim
historians always use the name Rakhang. The reading is also not
clear, it looks like Rikab.
N. B. Sanyal justified the reading of the mint name Arakan.
A. Karim holds a view similar to that expressed by Habibullah as
regards the mint name, and concludes that Marsden has wrongly
read ( Te) instead of (Nun) and made Arakat of Arakan. By no stretch
of imagination it could be read as Sunargaon, as suggested by
Blochmann. It appears that Habibullah and Karim have consulted
I.M.C. Plate, Alif, of ‘Arakan’ is partly visible which has been taken as
a dot of (Be) of the word ‘Zarb’ which precedes the mint name, and
this has created doubts in the mind of some of the scholars, although
Wright and Rogers have correctly read as ‘Arakan. Had they consulted
the plates illustrated in Marsden’s book and B.M. Catalogue, the
controversy might not have arisen.”
On a close examination of the coin found from the present
hoard, we fully attest the conclusion drawn by Farid and maintain that
there should be no room for any doubt regarding the reading of the
mint name ‘Arakan’. In view of N.B. Sanyal’s assertion that Bengal
was not weak vis-à-vis Arakan during Shams aldin Muhammad
Shah’s time, it seems likely that this Sultan conquered Arakan and
issued coins from the Magh capital city. The coins of Shams al-din
Muhammad Shah is (Sic) extremely rare and so far only four pieces
are known to exist. The present coin is a welcome addition to this
scare list.”
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4.

5.

“The Call of Rohingya” paper published by the Rohingya Patriotic
Front, Arakan, Vol.1, No.1, 1981, quoted in Abdul Hoque Chowdhury:
Praehin Arakan Rohingya Hindu O Barua Bauddha Adhibhasi
(Bengali), (Hereafter referred to as A.H. Chowdhury 1), Bangla
Academy, 1994. P, 3.
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bangladesh. Vol. XVI, No. 3, P. 236.
THE HISTORICAL ANCIENT CITIES OF ARAKAN
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Chapter II
COMING OF THE MUSLIMS TO ARAKAN

Coming of the Arab Muslims
The Muslim infiltration into Arakan has started earlier
in history. The oft-quoted statements of the Arab geographers
and traders are important sources to reconstruct the history of
the coming of the Muslims. Referring to early geographers
Harvey writes as follows:1
“Ptolemy, the Greek geographer, writing in A.D. 140
even mentions a Tugma Metropolis, in a spot curiously like
Upper Burma, as if it were Tagaung. But it is to Prome that the
Chinese pilgrims chiefly refer when, in their travels, they speak
from hearsay of Burma; and to the Arabs, whose shipping
predominated in the eastern seas from the eighth to the
sixteenth century, Burma was Arakan and Lower Burma: “They say that the king of Rahma (Lower Burma) has
fifty thousand elephants. His country produces cloth made of
velvety cotton and aloe wood of the sort called Kindi. (Ibn
Khordadzbeh years 844-8, Persian traveller from Basra, in
Ferrand.)
“The king of Rahma enjoys no great repute … His
troops are more numerous than those of Ballahra, Gudjra and
Tekin. They say that when he marches to battle he is
accompanied by about fifty thousand elephants. He campaigns
only in winter indeed his elephants cannot stand thirst and so
they can go forth only in winter. They say that in his army the
22
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washermen amount to between ten to fifteen thousand. In his
states are found cloths not found elsewhere; a dress made of
such cloth is so fine and light that it can pass through a signet
ring. It is of cotton. We have seen a sample. For barter the
people use cowries, which form their currency. But gold, silver,
aloes are also found and a stuff called camtara (yak hair)
whereof fly-flaps are found. The same country produces … the
rhinoceros, an animal which has on his forehead a single horn,
and in this horn is a human figure…. We have eaten the flesh.
He is found in other parts of Ind. but here the horn is more
beautiful, often containing the image of a man, peacock, fish
or anything else. The Chinese make girdles of this horn and pay
high price among themselves, upto three or four thousand
dinar and even more according to the figure’s beauty. These
horns are bought with cowries. (Sulayman, Year 851 …….)
“In Ind. lies a realm called Rahma, bordering on the
sea. Its ruler is a woman. It is revenged by the plague, and any
man who comes from elsewhere in Ind. and enters the country,
dies there. Yet many come by reason of the great profits to be
made. (Ibn al-Fakih, Persian Traveller, Year 900-Ibid. )”
There are some of the extracts from the writings of old
Arab and Persian writers, all of whom mentions a place or
kingdom which they called Rahma and which Harvey identifies
with lower Burma. Other Arab geographers, al-Masudi, al-Idrisi
also refer to the kingdom of Rahma and historians of early
Bengal have much speculated about the identify Rahma with
the kingdom of Dharmapala of the Pala dynasty in Bengal or in
other words they identify Rahma with Bengal.2
In the golden age of the trading activities of the Arabs,
their merchant-vessels used to ply all over the sea- coast from
23
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the Red Sea to the Chinese coast, and this golden age of the
Arabs continued at least up to the 17th century. With the
coming of the Europeans with their superior vessels and huge
capital, the Arabs began to lose hold on their eastern trade. It
develop upon the geographers and scholars to do researches
on all matters connected with trade and commerce, the
location and nature of the sea-ports, availability of
commodities, their places of origin, price and facts of other
nature. In later time, i.e. during the hey-day of European trade
with East Indies, European scholars and traders also did the
same kind of research for the benefit of their traders. These
Arab Geographers refer to various trade centres on the cost of
the Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal, although
unfortunately most of these places can not be identified at
present with the knowledge at our disposal. The modern
scholars have tried to identify two places- Samandar and
Ruhmi. The first is identified with Chittagong3 and the second
is identified with both Bengal and lower Burma as we have
seen above. Whether or not, the kingdom of Rahma is to be
identified with Bengal or Lower Burma, these accounts of the
Arab geographers leave no doubt that the Arabs were
acquainted with and the Arab traders frequented the ports of
Bengal, Arakan, Burma and other coastal kingdoms. If the
Arabs visited the Chittagong port, they were also acquainted
with Arakan and came into contact with the Arakanese kings.
So the identification of Rahma is immaterial for the purpose of
our present study, there is no doubt that the Arabs had contact
with Arakan during the 8th to 10th centuries of the Christian
era. A part from the general statements of the Arab
geographers, there is positive local evidence of the early Arab
contact with Arakan. In the Arakanese traditional history, it is
stated that in the reign of Mahatoing Tsandaya (788-810 A.D)
24
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several Arab ships wrecked off the coast of Rambi Island
(Ramree), the Muslim sailors somehow escaped and swam into
the shore. In the Arakanese history they are called kula-s or
foreigners. When they were taken and produced before the
king, the latter allotted a piece of land for them and they were
allowed to settle there.4
This is the first evidence of the Muslim settlement in
Arakan. R.B. Smart writes in the British Burma Gazetteer as
follows:5 “The local histories relate that in the ninth century
several ships were wrecked on Ramree Island and the
Mussalman crews sent to Arakan and placed in villages there.
They differ but little from the Arakanese except in their religion
and in the social customs which their religion directs, in the
writing they use Burmese, but amongst themselves employ
colloquially the language of their ancestors.”
This is a very important piece of evidence regarding the
origin of the Rohingyas. These shipwrecked Arab Muslims
became the nucleus of the Muslim population of Arakan; later
other Muslims from Arabia, Persia and other countries entered
into Arakan. The important point to be noticed about these
shipwrecked Muslims is that they have stuck to their religion.
i.e. Islam and Islamic social customs. Though they used
Burmese language and also adopted other local customs, they
have retained the language of their ancestors (probably with
mixture of local words) in dealing among themselves. Another
point to be noted is that the Arab shipwrecked Muslims have
retained their religion, language and social customs for more
than a thousand years. Later on, of course other Arabs also
come in the trading and other pursuits and some of them have
stayed on in Arakan and in this way people of Arab blood
25
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increased as time passed by. So the Rohingyas have been
staying in Arakan for more than a thousand years.

Second phase of the coming of the Muslims
The fifteenth century is a great turning point in the
history of Arakan; during this time a large contingent of Muslim
entered into Arakan from Bengal and they went there by
invitation of the ruling prince. The cause was political. In the
beginning of the 15th century, the Arakanese king Min-SawMun attacked some area of Burma, but was defeated. The
Burmese king retaliated by attacking and taking possession of
Launggyet, the capital and the king was expelled from his
kingdom. The story is given below in the words of A.P Phayre:
“The war between the Burman monarch, Meng-tshewl
(Minkong) and the Arakanese king Min Saw Mun6 resulted in
the latter’s defeat and expulsion from his kingdom in the local
era 768 (=1406 A.D). Min Saw Mum fled to Bengal, the
governor of Chittagong took from him his queen, Tsan-mwesheng, on which the fugitive king went to Thura-tan where the
king received him with distinction, ….. For several years the
Talaings (a hilly tribe who were fighting for the Arakanese) and
the Burmans struggled for the possession of Arakan, and the
letter were finally expelled in the year 788 (i.e. 1426 A.D) by
the efforts of the Arakanese and Talaings.
“During this period, the dethroned king was residing at
the king of Thu-ra-tan, who being engaged in war could not
afford him any assistance, while there the Delhi king came to
attack Thu-ra-tan, with a huge army consisting of elephants,
horses, chariots and foot soldiers, also dogs are large as
bullocks, trained to war. By the advise of Min-Saw-Mun, the
dog were disabled by means of iron-hooks baited with raw
26
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flesh, seizing which they were caught by the mouth and easily
overpowered. The elephants and horses fell into pits dug for
them, and covered over with straw and earth, at the bottom of
which were iron spikes; thus the Thu-ra-tan king obtained a
complete victory. The Arakanese exiled king taught the king’s
subjects the art of entrapping a herd of wild elephants by
driving them into a space enclosed by a stockade and ditch; he
also instructed them in the art of training elephants.
“Out of gratitude for these services, the king
determined to assist the exiled prince in the recovery of his
kingdom. He appointed a general called in the Arakanese U-luKheng (Wali Khan) to command the army of restoration. This
person however betrayed his trust, and joining with a Rakhine
Chief, named Tse-u-Ka, they established a government and
imprisoned Min-Saw-Mun. He escaped and fled to Bengal.
“The king of Thu-ra-tan now appointed two nobles;
named Dan-ba-tsu and Ban-ba-tsu, to carry out his intentions
together with a large army under the command of Tshat-yaKhat (Sandi Khan). They arrived with orders to place Min-SawMun on the throne and bring back the head skin of U-lu-Kheng.
The expedition was successful. U-lu-Kheng suffered the fate his
crime deserved and the historian records in glowing terms the
joy of the people, from the inhabitants of the kingly city to
those of the smallest village in the empire that the descendant
of their ancient line of kings was restored to them.
“The restored king, however, was forced to submit to
the degradation of being tributary to the king of Thu-ra-tan,
from his time the coins of the Arakan kings bore on the reverse,
their names and titles in Persian Character.7
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This event had far reaching effects on the history of
Arakan and spread of Muslim influence there. The Arakanese
king Min-Saw-Mun passed his exiled life in Bengal for a quarter
of a century and he must have been accompanied by his family
and retinue. During this twenty-five years the Arakanese people
came in contact with the local people and became conversant
with local language and local customs and culture. In the
above quotation Phayre states that the Arakanese king taught
the Bengali army as to how to face foreign invasion and deal
with invading elephants, horses and dogs. Similarly, the
Arakanese who accompanied the king must have also learnt
many things from Bengali Muslim hosts.
When the Arakanese king Min-Saw-Mun took shelter in
Bengal in 1406 AD. Sultan Ghiasud-din Azam Shah was on the
throne, but he was restored by Sultan Jalal-ud-din Muhammad
Shah in 1430 AD. During the interval, Bengal witnessed several
palace intrigues, several kings were killed by kingmakers and
several occupied the throne through their blessings. Thus the
family of Ghias-ud-din Azam Shah was exterminated and a line
of kings under their slave Shihab-ud-din Bayazid Shah
occupied the throne, the latters were also removed, and Hindu
king Raja Ganesh occupied the throne. A prince of his family
Jadu became a Muslim and occupied the throne under the title
of Jalal-ud-din Muhammad Shah. This man restored the
Arakanese king to his throne. So the king Min-Saw-Mun and
his family and retinue experienced all these events and
happenings in the Bengal Court. The changes did not take
place easily as we have stated in a few sentences. There were
movements and counter movements, fightings, killings,
political groupings and regroupings; at one stage the guardian
saint of Pandua, Shaikh Nur Qutb Alam interfered and invited
Sultan Ibrahim Sharqi of Jaunpur to intervene and save the
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Muslim kingdom. The Sharqi Sultan came and invaded with a
large army, but had to return when by tricks, Raja Ganesh got
his son Jadu converted to Islam and feigned to relinquish the
kingship to his converted son. There was the scene of reconversion of Jadu to Hinduism by passing him through a cow
made of gold. The Arakanese king returned to his kingdom with
all these experiences. Arakan had no proper coinage, they
became now acquainted with minted coins; Arakan used
Burmese script, literature was not developed, but in Bengal
they found Bengali, Arabic and Persian languages and
literature. So the Arakanese returned to their country with
much commitment to a civilised life and a better living.
The next important point to be noted is the arrival of
large Muslim population in Arakan. In those days Arakan’s
fighting force was predominantly navy and elephant corps, but
Bengal was weak in both, Bengal was strong in army, or land
force. And, in fact, not one but two expeditions were sent to
Arakan by the Bengal king. The first expedition was sent under
Wali Khan who proved a traitor, but the second expedition
succeeded in seating Min-Saw-Mun to his throne. In both the
expeditions, many people belonging to the auxiliary forces, like
carriers, tent bearers, cooks and butlers, washer-men etc.
accompanied the actual fighting force, or in other words
combatant and no-combatant people taken together, several
thousand Muslims entered into Arakan in 1430 AD. while
reinstating the ousted king Min-Saw-Mun. It is almost certain
that the first expeditionary force did not return to Bengal
because they rebelled and they knew what could be their fate if
they returned to Bengal. So it is very probable that they
remained in Arakan hiding, and settled in villages and out of
the way places. It is also doubtful if all soldiers of the second
expeditionary force returned home, because their services were
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needed by the reinstated king. So these soldiers also helped in
swelling the Muslim population as found in later times.
In the previous pages it has been stated that the king
of one country was reinstated in his kingdom by that of
another, but the enterprise was not so easy. It involved not two
but three kingdoms, Bengal, Arakan and Burma. So it may
reasonably be assumed that much diplomatic exercises
preceded the actual restoration of the Arakanese king, and
actually it took long twenty-five years to accomplish the task.
The Bengali king did not certainly undertake such hazardous
and expensive enterprise for no ultimate gain for himself. It is
not possible to say for want of positive events, what was the
agreement arrived at between the two parties, thought it may
be reasonably surmised that the king of Arakan bound himself
to be loyal to his benefactor, the king of Bengal. Events and
facts prove that the Arakanese king not only bound himself to
bear the cost of the expedition but also to pay tribute to the
king of Bengal.
M. A Tahir Ba Tha in his Short History of Rohingyas and
Kamans of Burma (translated by A.F.K Jilani, edited by Mohd.
Ashraf Alam) says, “Narameikhla agreed to the following
conditions:
1. To return the twelve towns of Bengal.
2. The kings of Arakan must use Muslim titles.
3. The court emblem must be inscribed with Kalima Tayuba in
Persian.
4. The coins, medallions must be inscribed with Kalima
Tayuba in Persian and to mint them in Bengal.
5. To use the Persian language as court language of Arakan.
6. To pay taxes and presents annually.
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The above points may not be accepted in all its details, but
there is no doubt that the king of Arakan had entered into an
agreement with the king of Bengal before he was restored. The
terms of agreement must have been favourable to the Bengal
king.
When the king Min Saw-Mun reached the capital, he
was widely acclaimed by his people. The first thing he did was
to transfer the capital from Launggyet to Mrohaung, which in
the hands of Bengali poets and people became Roshang
(Rohang). Min Saw-Mun probably received the idea of
transferring the capital from his benefactor, the Bengal Sultan
Jalal Uddin Muhammad Shah. The Bengal Sultan transferred
the capital from Pandua to Guar8 because the former place
saw many killings, including the killing of several kings as a
result of the palace intrigues. The boy king Jalal Uddin did not
like to reign from that cursed city. For Min Saw-Mun also the
city of Laungggyet was a cursed city from where he was ousted
and which city also saw the rise and fall of many kings, Harvey
writes: 9
“The turmoil of foreign inroads showed that Launggyet
was ill-fated and the omen indicated Mrohaung as a lucky site,
so he decided to move there; though the astrologers said that
if he moved the capital he would die within a year, he insisted,
saying that the move would benefit the people and his own
death would matter little. In 1433 he founded Mrohaung and in
the next year he died. A populous sea-port, built on hillocks
amid the rice-plain, and intersected by canals which served as
streets, Mrohaung remained the capital for the next four
centuries.”
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The Muslims who went to Arakan from Bengal built the
Sandi Khan mosque at Mrohaung and thus the Muslims settled
at the capital city in large number. In fact these were the
people who followed the king to reinstate him there.
Seated on the throne, the king had to pay attention to
the payment of cost of the expedition and pay the tribute as
stipulated. The payment must have continued for several years.
This payment, however, posed a problem, because Arakan had
no regular coinage, unstamped silver pieces of various sizes
were used in their transaction. But in Bengal, they used minted
and stamped coins of superior dies and exquisite finishing. The
Bengal coins were of standard size, weight and shape bearing
inscriptions in Arabic characters giving the names and
pedigree of kings, dates of issue and the name of mint. So if
the Arakanese had to pay and they did so, in the coins of the
same fashion. For this reason, they had to provide for minting
coins in the Bengal fashion, i.e. with standard weight, size and
shape. It is in this connection that the Arakanese king had to
invite experts, mint masters, die staff, and artisans for minting
the coins. The Arakanese coins that they produced reveal much
more information than only the minting of coins. Their coins
bore the name of the king and date, but the most important
point to be noted is that though the kings were all Buddhists,
they took a Muslim name along with their Buddhist name, the
Muslim names were written in Arabic characters, sometimes
both in Arabic and Bengali characters. This suggests that
Arabic and Bengali calligraphers were also appointed along
with mint experts.
Min Saw-Mun bound himself to pay the tribute to
Bengal, but he died in 1434 A.D. Sultan Jalal Uddin
Muhammad Shah of Bengal had also died in the meantime, he
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died in 1432 A.D. So it is doubtful whether the pact or
agreement reached between the two monarchs remained valid.
As there is no written record, nothing definite can be said, but
facts show that the practice of adopting a Muslim name by the
Arakanese kings continued for more than two hundred years.
The Arakanese kings who are known to have taken Muslim
names are as follows:
THE ARAKANESE KINGS WITH MUSLIM NAME
SL
No.

Name of the
kings

Regning
Period

1.

Min Saw Mum or
Narameikhla

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

1434-1459
1459-1482
1482-1492
1492-1494
1494
1494-1501
1501-1513
1513-1515
1515
1515-1521
MinKhaung Raza 1521-1531
Min Bin
1531-1553
Min Dikha
1553-1555
Min Palaung
1571-1593
Minyazagyi
1593-1612
Min Khamaung 1612-1622
Thiri Thudamma 1622-1638

1430-1434

Naranu or
Min Khari
Basawpyu
Min Dawlya
Basawnyo
Yanaung
Salingathu
Minyaza
Kasabadi
Mim Saw O
Thatasa
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Muslim Names
Sulaiman Shah or
Min Saw Mum

Ali Shah or
Ali Khan
Kalima Shah
Mu-Khu-Shah
Muhammad Shah
Nuri Shah

Shiek Abddullah Shah

Ilyas Shah-I
Ilylas Shah-II
Jallal Shahs
Ali Shah
El-Shah Azad
Zabuk Shah
Daud Khan
Sikandar Shah
Salim Shah-I
Husain Shah
Salim Shah-II
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Col. A.P. Phayre who first discovered some of those coins and
studied them says:10
“The restored king (Meng Yoan Mwyn- Min Saw-Mun),
however was forced to submit to the degradation of being
tributary to the king of Thuratan (Bengal) and from this time the
coins of the Arakan kings bore on the reverse their names and
titles in the Persian character. This custom was probably first
made obligatory upon them as vassals, but they afterwards
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continued it when they had recovered their independence and
ruled the country as far as the Brahmaputra river.”
………………..
………………….
………………………
“The Arakanese sovereign, no doubt wished to follow the
kingly practice existing in Bengal, of coins being struck in the
name of the reigning monarch. We learn from their annals
about the middle of the fifteenth century of the Christian era
that they conquered Bengal as far as Chittagong of which they
kept possession for about a century. It was then that they first
struck legendary coins. On the reverse of the earliest of these,
we find the date and the kings names written in the Burmese
character together with barbarous attempts at Muhammadan
names and title, that they assumed as being successors of
Mussalman kings, or as being anxious to imitate the prevailing
fashion of India.”
……………….
………………………..
……………………….
“The Muhammadan Names are fanciful designations”
A. P. Phayre is in great confusion; in the first place he
says that the Arakanese kings became vassals of the Bengal
king, and became tributary to the latter. While he said this he
was explaining the facts correctly. As a result of his restoration
to his throne, the king Min Saw-Mun was obliged to pay for the
cost of the expedition and pay tribute meaning that the
Arakanese king accepted suzerainty of that of Bengal. In the
second passage Phayre forgot what he had written earlier, and
said that he made a barbarous attempt at imitation of the
Bengali fashion of striking coins. In the third statement he
called the Muslim names as fanciful designation. Phayre could
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not read the Arabic characters properly, so to him it was
“barbarous imitation” and “fanciful designation”. Nowadays
many scholars, European, Bengali and Arakanese, have
deciphered the coins, and have read the Muslim names
properly. There is no doubt that the names are clear Arabic
words, e.g. Husain, Ilyas, Kalima, Mohammed, Nuri, Salim,
Sikandar etc. Not only that, European writers like Fray
Sebastien Manrique also have written the Muslim names of
Arakanese kings. Manrique was himself in the Arakanese court
for a pretty long time; he was present in the capital on the
occasion of the coronation of the king Thiri Thudamma (Muslim
name Salim Shah). So Manrique’s evidence cannot be
questioned. What is more important is that Manrique used the
Muslim name (Salim Shah) only, he did not use the Buddhist
name of the king. So there is no doubt that the Arakanese kings
took the Muslim names purposely and deliberately, and not
only one king but all reigning for more than two hundred years
used the Muslim names and inscribed the same in the coins.
So A.P. Phayre is wrong when he says that the Arakanese king
made “barbarous imitation” and adopted “fanciful
designations”.
The Arakanese kings used to take the title “Dhavala
Gajeshwara” (Lord of the Red elephant) and they inscribed this
title in their coins.11 The following interesting account about
white elephants is reproduced:
“White elephants are comparatively rare, and they are
revered by the Buddhists, who believed that the Buddha had
been a whit elephant in his last incarnation, before being born
as a man. Possession of one was symbol of universal
sovereignty. Determining white elephant is quite a science, and
considerable literature is to be found on the subject …….. but
as a guide we can say here that the two main tests applied are
that the elephant shall have five toe nails on its hand feet
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instead of four, and that if you pour water on a white elephant,
he return red while a black elephant becomes even blacker.
“Written evidence of the existence of white elephant is
found in several accounts of the time. In particular Ralph Fitch
claims to have seen a white elephant in 1586 when he was at
Pegu. It was shown to him as a “Siamese loot”, and he was
some what surprised at having to pay half ducat to get in to see
it. Manrique, a Portuguese Friar, who travelled to Arakan in
1630 saw the white elephant at Mrauk-U (Mrohaung or
Roshang) probably the same one which Fitch and Manrique
describe the luxury in which the elephant was kept, in a gilded
stall lined with silks and cushions and with a retinue of
servants to prepare and serve food in vessels of silver and gold,
to attend to its daily bath, and other needs. Much later in
Mindon’s time (1853-78 A.D) we read that the Royal Elephant
was even breast-fed by a succession of human mothers lined
up specially for the purpose, and that the mothers actually
queued up for the honour.”12
It is to be noted that the title “Dhavala Gajeshwara”
was inscribed on their coins in Arabic script and in Arabic
rendering which is “Sahib-ul-Fil-ul-Abyaz” and also in Bengali
script. The Bengali Muslim poet like Alaol, Mardan and others
also ascribed this “Dhavala Gajehwara” tittle to the Arakanese
king of their time.
As stated above Min Saw-Mun made the pact with the
Bengal Sultan to pay for the cost of the expedition and to pay
tribute, but how long the Arakanese kings were obliged to
honour the pact made by Min Saw-Mun with Sultan Jalal-uddin is not known. Certainly all the monarchs of Arakan who
ruled for more than two hundred years did not honour the pact,
because there is positive evidence that some kings of Arakan
did not only annul the pact unilaterally, but actually fought
against the Bengal kings, or Mughal Viceroys of Bengal under
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their control. Both sides fought between themselves on the
possession of Chittagong in the Husain Shahi period (14931538) and Afghan period (1538-1576). Those kings of Arakan
who fought against the Sultans of Bengal also adopted Muslim
names and inscribed these names in their coins. To cite a few
examples two Arakanese kings Minyazagyi (Salim Shah-I
1593-1612) and Min Khamaung (Hussain Shah 1612-1622)
were contemporary of Jahangir, both invaded Bengal several
times, but they also adopted Muslim names, Thiri Thudama
(Salim Shah-II 1622-1638) was a contemporary of both
Jahangir and Shah Jahan; he invaded Bengal in the later part of
the reign of Jahangir, and actually looted the city of Dhaka, but
he also adopted a Muslim name. Why then the Arakanese kings
adopted Muslims names? There is no proof that any of them
accepted Islam, they remained Buddhists although. Min SawMun and a few of his successors were tributary, but later kings
ruled and maintained their sovereignty without any let or
hindrance. That is why, the question is why did they inscribe
Muslim names in their coins.
Various writers have explained this question in their
own way. As we have seen above, A.P. Phyre thinks that initially
it was made obligatory upon the kings of Arakan to mint the
coins with “Persian” inscription, but latter when they
“recovered their independence”, they just continued the
previous practice. A Modern historian of Arakan entitled this
period of the history of Arakan as “Muslim conquest of
Arakan”, meaning that the Bengal kings conquered Arakan in
1430 and kept it under their control for long two hundred
years. He says:13
“Narameikhla embraced Islam and adopted the
Muslim name of Solaiman Shah ……. Eleven kings successively
ruled Arakan for the hundred years from 1430 to 1530. The
relation with Bengal remained extremely cordial. The
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Arakanese paid tribute to Bengal and learnt history and
politics. In 1531 Minbin (Zabuk Shah) ascended the throne.
With him the Arakanese graduated in their Moslem studies and
the empire was founded.”
It is probably a little too much to say that Min SawMun accepted Islam, because there is no evidence to
make such a positive statement. The writer speaks
about one hundred years, 1430-1530. But he is silent
about the next one hundred years 1530 to about
1638, during this second period also the Arakanese
kings inscribed their Muslim names in Arabic and
sometimes in Bengali characters. That they adopted
Muslim names in this second period also is proved by
the accounts of European writers apart from the coins
themselves. Another writer says as follows:14
Ò†ivmvsM ev AvivKv‡bi Dc‡iv³ ivRv‡`i gy`ªvsK‡b I
gy`ªvgvb wbY©‡q †MŠoxq bxwZ Abym„Z n‡qwQj| †m gy`ªvi GK c„‡ô
dvimx A¶‡i K‡jgv I †mLvbKvi ivRv‡`i gymjgvbx bvg
DrKxY© Kivi cÖ_v cÖPwjZ n‡qwQj| GB cÖ_v 1430 wLª÷vã †_‡K
1645 wLªóvã ch©š `yÔk cbi eQi Kvj Aewa †ivmvs‡M ¯^vaxb
ivRv‡`i Avg‡j cÖPwjZ wQj| Zuv‡`i gy`ªvq dvimx A¶‡i
Bmjvgx K‡jgv I gymjgvbx bvg DrKxY© Kiv Ges Zuv‡`i `iev‡i
gymjgvb gšx wbhy³ gvkq AvaywbK AvivKv‡bi †ivqvBsMv
gymjgvb‡`i A‡bK e×gj aviYv †h AvivKv‡bi Dc‡iv³
gymjgvb bvgavix gM ivRviv Bmjvg a‡g©i Abymvix wQ‡jb| GUv
Zv‡`i AjxK aviYv Qvov Avi wKQy bq| KviY Gi mg_©‡b †Kvb
HwZnvwmK cÖgvY †bB|Ó
English translation: “ In striking the coins and in fixing
the value of the coins of the above mentioned kings of Roshang
or Arakan Gaudina policy (Policy of Gaud or Bengal) was
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followed. In those coins the policy of inscribing Islamic creed
(Kalima) and the Muslim names of their kings in Persian
character was followed. This policy was followed for 215 years
for 1430 to 1645 during the reigns of independent kings of
Roshang. Due to inscribing the Islamic creed (Kalima) and the
Muslim name of their kings in the coins in Persian characters,
and because in the court of the Arakanese kings Muslim
ministers were appointed, modern Arakanese Rohingya
Muslims believe for certain that those Arakanese kings
adopting Muslim names accepted Islam. Such belief is
baseless and there is no historical proof in support of this
belief.”
This is another extreme, and the writers do not try to
explain why the Arakanese kings adopted Muslim names, and
why did they inscribe these names in Arabic characters. (It may
be noted here in passing that the inscription on the coins is in
Arabic and not Persian character). A third scholar, Sultan
Ahmed Bhuiyan has tried to rationalise the point. He writes”:15
ÒAvivKv‡bi ivRv‡`i gymjgvbx bvg MÖnY eva¨ZvgjK
†gv‡UB wQj bv| KviY eva¨ZvgjK nB‡j AvivKv‡bi ivRvMY
¯^vaxbZv Aej¤^b KweqvI Zvnv‡`i D³ bvg MÖn‡Yi †Kvb
hyw³m½Z KviY _vwK‡Z cv‡i bv| Avgiv Rvwb †kªô gvbe
m¤žcÖ`v‡qi Av`‡k© AbybœZRvwZi mf¨Zv, AvPvi e¨envi, ixwZ
bxwZ, Pjv‡div, Av`e-Kvq`v, †ekf‚lv, gZev` mg¯ wKQyB
wbqwšZ nq| †mKv‡j wk¶v-`x¶vq, Ávb-Mwigvq I ivRKxq
gh©v`vq gymjgvb RvwZ wQj kxl© ¯’vbxq| eZ©gvb Kv‡j Avgiv
†hgb me© wel‡q I me©‡¶‡Î cvðvZ¨ mf¨Zv‡K AbymiY Kwi‡ZwQ,
†Zgwb †mKv‡jI gymwjg mf¨Zve AbyKiY Kiv me©Î d¨vk‡b
cwiYZ nBqvwQj| cÂ`k †lvok kZvãxi fviZe‡l© cvVvb I
†gvMj ivR‡Z¡i Z_v †gvMj mf¨Zvi †MŠie †gvMj cvVvb mf¨Zvi
AbyKi‡Y AvivKv‡bi ivRviv ¯^vaxbZv Aej¤^b KwiqvI Avcb
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Avcb †eŠ× bv‡gi mwnZ gymwjg bvg MÖnY I K‡jgv f‚wlZ gy`ªv
DrKxY© Kiv †MŠie RbK g‡b Kwi‡Zb|Ó
English translation: “The adoption of Muslim names
by Arakanese kings was not obligatory. If it was obligatory,
there is no reason for them to accept Muslim names even after
they assumed independence. We know that the culture and
civilisation, daily life, etiquette, dress, education etc. of the
undeveloped people are regulated on the ideals of developed
communities. In those days, the Muslim nations were at the top
in education, knowledge and kingly dignity. As we, in our time,
are following the western culture in all aspects, similarly in
those days it became a fashion (for the undeveloped people) to
imitate Muslim culture. The 15th – 16th century was the
glorious period in India of the Mughal and Pathan rule, and it
was also the glorious period of Mughal and Pathan civilisation.
So the Arakanese kings considered it glorious for them to
inscribe Muslim names and Muslim creed (Kalima) in their
coins along with their Buddhist names.”
At the present stage of our knowledge, we know for
certain that a Sultan of Bengal, Jalal-ud-din Muhammad Shah
reinstated an Arakanese king Min Saw-Mun (Narameikhla) to
his throne. This must have been done through an agreement
between the two kings; otherwise the Bengal Sultan would not
have incurred such a huge expenditure for fitting an army. We
do not know what were the points of agreement between the
two kings, and in the absence of any written record it will not
probably be possible to have any idea in future also. But from
the events that followed in Arakan we may surmise the
following points of agreements: 1st, the Arakanese king bound
himself to pay for the cost of expedition. 2nd, the Arakanese
king became a tributary to the king of Bengal. To meet these
demands, the Arakanese kings started minting silver coins in
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the same fashion as the Bengal kings did. With the help of
these coins he met cost of expedition and also paid the
tributes.
So far so good, but the Arakanese kings did something
more, they accepted Muslim names and inscribed these names
in Arabic characters. There is no evidence that the Arakanese
kings gave up their Buddhist religion and accepted Islam. So
the reason for accepting Muslim names and inscription in
Arabic, should be sought elsewhere.
With the restoration of Min Saw-Mun to his throne, a
big contingent of Muslims entered into Arakan. The contingent
included the army, not one army but two, of which the members
of the first expeditionary force spread over the country and
mixed with the people. The second army also must have been a
big one, because they had to fight against both Arakanese and
the first contingent of Bengal army. Next, the contingent
included the administrators, officers and intellectual persons.
Though we have no knowledge about the administration in
Arakan in the 15th – 16th century, we find that not only
soldiers and members of the subordinate staff but also the
ministers and judges came from the Muslim community. The
seventeenth century Bengali Muslim poets give in their writings
an impression that the capital city of Roshang (Mrohaung or
Mrauk-U) thronged with the Muslim population, so that the
Muslim ministers maintained courts, i.e. religious, social and
cultural assemblies of their own. Then in the third category
came the Muslim artisan and craftsmen, the officers and men
connected with the mint and other state establishments. Last
but not the least came the traders and businessmen in the
hitherto terra incognita abounding in agricultural and natural
resources. Later, in the essay, we shall give an idea of the
Muslims who entered into Arakan in large number. We shall
also see that when the king of Arakan picked up quarrel with
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Shah Shuja, the former did not take action against the latter
openly for fear of estranging his relations with the Muslim
subjects. So it is possible that initially the Arakanese king
accepted Muslim name and inscribed legend in coins in Arabic
just to satisfy his overlord, the Bengal king, but later the
practice continued. The kings found it expedient to continue
the practice to keep his Muslim subjects in good humour.
We have seen above that the Muslims entered into
Arakan in a body twice; first the shipwrecked Arabs and second
with the restoration of Min Saw-Mun. The Arabs trade with the
east continued up to the 16th centuries the Arabs traders
visited the Arakanese ports quite often, may be once a year
during trading season. Some traders must have remained there
either voluntarily or out of necessity. In this way the Arab
Muslims became familiar with the land of Arakan. But with the
restoration of Min Saw-Mun, a large number of Muslims
entered into Arakan and taken together, the Muslims in Arakan
became a force in the body-politic of Arakan.

Third Phase of the coming of the Muslims
There was yet another group of Muslims to enter into
Arakan. They were the people of the coastal areas of Bengal,
but kidnapped and sold to slavery by the pirates. They
belonged to both Hindu and Muslim community, but both
became unfortunate victims. The pirates were the Portuguese
and Maghs of Arakan. When the Portuguese first came to
Bengal they came for trade and commerce, they were followed
by missionaries whose purpose was evangelisation. But the
Portuguese in course of their establishment of trade relations
with Bengal often took recourse to violence and piracy. So from
the beginning their religious and commercial motives were
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hampered by their wanton acts of piracy and their involvement
in the slave trade. S.N. Sen says:16
“Nothing was unfair to a fanatical Christian, and
fanaticism was the order of the day, particularly in the
comparatively less civilised lands of the west, when a Moor or
Muslim happened to be the victim. They had waged a long and
Portuguese patriotism and bitter war against the Moor in their
native country, and Portuguese piety equally demanded the
extermination of the hated Moor in the neighbouring tracts of
Africa. Commercial rivalry added further zeal to racial hatred
and religious aversion, and a Moor was considered to be fair
prey whenever encountered.”
There are various examples of Portuguese piracies in
the ocean as well as in the coastal districts, and men, women
and children, and valuable i.e. whatever came before them
were lifted and carried away, so that the whole coastal area of
Jessore, Khulna, Bakerganj were desolated and no habituation
was to be founded there. The Magh king of Arakan employed
the Portuguese to perpetrate their piratical activities into
Bengal and later the Magh were also joined with the
Portuguese, so that they jointly raided the coastal districts.
Manrique, a Portuguese priest who visited Bengal and Arakan
and who spent six year in the Angustinian Church at Dianga
(Deang, opposite Chittagong town) was himself a witness to
such piratical raids. He gives a picture as to how the Magh
kings employed the Portuguese to loot and plunder the coastal
districts of Bengal. He writes:17
“…… the Magh kings decided to always retain
Portuguese in their service, granting the best of them the rank
of Captain and conferring on them Bilatas, or revenueproducing lands, on the understanding that they maintained a
certain force of their country men and also Geli as …… Beside
the annual income they were authorised to take their vessels
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into the principality of Bengala, which belonged to the great
Mogul. Here they would sack and destroy all the villages and
settlements on the banks of the Ganges, to a distance two or
three leagues up-stream, and besides removing all the most
valuable things they found, would also take captive any people
with whom they came in contact. This raiding was pronounced
by the Provincial Council at Goa to be just, since the Mogors
(Maghuls) were not only invaders and tyrannical usurpers but
also enemies of Christianity …….. They usually made there
general attacks three or four times in the year, irrespective of
minor raids which went on most of the year, so that during the
five years I spent in the kingdom of Arracan, some eighteen
thousand people came to the ports of Dianga and Angarcale.”
Of these eighteen thousand captives Manrique and
other Portuguese priests baptised eleven thousand four
hundred seven. Before Manrique, his predecessor priests
baptised sixteen thousand ninety captives from Bengal.
Manrique gives other examples of carrying away of captives
from Bengal by the pirates. Manrique and other priests
welcomed the piratical activities, because the more people the
pirates enslaved, the better for them to baptise them. The
Maghs also joined the Portuguese in piracy and they jointly
carried on piratical attacks to the coastal districts of Bengal.
Shihab-ud-din Talish, the famous 17th century historian gives
a horrible picture as to how the Magh and Portuguese pirates
carried away people from Bengal, oppressed them and sold
them as slaves. He says:18
“As these (piratical) raids continued for along time,
Bengal became day by day more desolated. Not a house was
left inhabited on either side of the river lying on the pirates’
track from Chatgaon to Dacca. The prosperous district of Bakla
(Bakergung) was swept clean with the broom of plunder and
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kidnapping, so that none was left to occupy any house or kindle
a light in that region.
“When they came from Chatgaon to ravage Bengal
they skirted the imperial frontier post of Bhulua (Noakhali) on
their right and the island of Sondip on their left, and reached
the village of Sangramarh at the southern apex of the Delta of
Dacca (some 30 miles from Dacca) and then point of junction
of the Brahmaputra and the Ganges. From this place they
sailed up the Ganges if they wished to plunder Jessore, Hughli
and Bhushna, or up the Brahmaputra if Vikrampur, Sonargaon
and Dacca were their objectives.
“The Arakan pirates both Magh and Feringi used
constantly to plunder Bengal. They carried off the Hindus and
Muslims they could seize, pierced the palms of their hands
passed thin strips of cane through the holes, and threw the
men huddled together under the decks of their ships. Every
morning they flung down some uncooked rice to the captives
from above as people fling grain to fowl. They sold their
captives to the Dutch, English, and French merchant at the
ports of the Deccan. Sometimes they bought their captives to
Tamluk and Balasore for sale at high prices…… Only the
Feringis sold their prisoners but the Maghs employed all whom
they carry off in agriculture and other occupations, or as
domestic servants and concubines.”
There are many such examples of piratical activities of
the Maghs and Portuguese who carried away men, women and
children from Bengal and as has been said by Talish, the
Portuguese generally sold their captives in exchange of cash;
the buyers English, Dutch and French sold them as slaves in
slave markets. The Portuguese also handed over some of their
captives to their priests for converting them to Christianity. But
the Maghs generally did not sell their captives, they employed
them in Arakan in low works particularly agriculture, cutting of
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wood, feeding the animals and felling the trees etc. Their
number was not small and an idea of their member may be had
from the fact that when the Chittagong fort fell into the hands
of the Mughals, ten thousand Bengali (both Muslim and Hindu)
captives got liberty and they went to their homes. Actually they
were not slaves but free men; they were made to slavery. The
Kaladan River originates from the Chin hills and falls into the
Bay of Bengal. ‘Kala’ means place occupied by the foreigners.
Actually the captives of Magh pirates were made to settle there
and they were employed in tilling the soil and developing
agriculture. So these captives also helped in increasing the
Muslim population of Arakan.

Fourth Phase of the coming of the Muslims
The next large influx of Muslims from Bengal into
Arakan took place in the middle of the 17th century. This was
due to political upheaval in India, in the Mughal Emperor Shah
Jahan (1627-1658) had four sons, Dara Shikoh, Shuja,
Aurangzib and Murad. The Mughal princes were trained in the
art of government. Shah Jahan could guess that his four able
sons would eventually fight amongst themselves to occupy the
throne after his death. So he tried to keep them separate giving
each of them a share of governing the country. Dara Shikoh,
the eldest was kept in the capital by his side, he was more
refined, philosophic but less able in the art of governing. Shah
Shuja, the second son was given the viceroyalty of Bengal and
Orissa, he was able but a little devoted to pleasure. Aurangzib,
the third son, was as learned as he was appointed viceroy of
the Deccan province. Murad, the forth son was the viceroy of
Gujarat, but he was less experienced and more indolent. It is
happened that Shah Jahan actually fell ill in 1658 and for
some time all hope of his recovery was given up. Dara Shikoh
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being in the capital took control of affairs; he stopped leaking
out information from the capital to the countryside. When the
princes living in the provinces did not receive information of the
emperor’s health for some time, they took it for certain that the
emperor had been dead and that Dara would not inform them
before consolidating his authority. The princes therefore came
out of their provinces with huge army, proceeded towards the
capital and in this way war of succession began. In the contest
Aurangzib, ultimately came out successful and occupied the
throne. Dara and Murad had been killed by Aurangzib already;
Shah Shuja was also defeated, but instead of surrendering he
escaped and took shelter in Arakan.
The king of Arakan [Sanda Thudhama- Chandra
Sudharma (1652-1684)] agreed to grant asylum to Shah Shuja
and his family and send them to Mecca in favourable season.
The Portuguese and Maghs escorted Shah Shuja and his
entourage to Mrohaung (Roshang) and they reached there in
1660. But unfortunately, the Arakanese king did not keep his
word; rather he proposed to marry a daughter of Shah Shuja.
When Shah Shuja did not agree to the proposal, the relation
was estranged. Ultimately, Shah Shuja was treacherously
murdered with his family by order of the king of Arakan. It is not
known how many people were in the retinue of Shuja. It is,
however, probable that about one thousand Muslims entered
into Arakan during this time. 19
So by the seventeenth century, the Muslims entered
into Arakan in a big way on four different occasions; the Arabs
in course of their trading activities including the ship-wrecked
ones; the Muslim army, actually two big contingents, in course
of restoring the king Min Saw-Mun to the Arakanese throne; the
captive Muslims carried by the pirates in the 16th-17th
centuries; and the family and retinue of Shah Shuja in 1660
A.D. Of them, the army contingents who entered into Arakan
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with the restored king Min Saw-Mun were numerically very
great, they also influenced the Arakanese society and culture in
a great manner. In the 17th century the Muslims thronged the
capital Mrohaung and they were present in the miniature
courts of ministers and other great Muslim officers of the
kingdom. An idea of their presence is available in the writings
of Muslim poets. The great Bengali poet Alaol, for example
writes as follows:20

bvbv †`kx bvbv †jvK

ïwbqv †ivmv½ †fvM

AvBmš b„c QvqvZj|
Aveex, wgQex, mvg
Zz i€Kx,nvemx, i€gx
†LvivQvbv Dc‡eMx mvjv\
jvûix myjZvbx wmwÜ
Kvk¥xix,`w¶Yx wn›`x,
Kvgiƒcx Ave e½‡`kx|
AncvB, †LvUbPvix(?)
KY©vjx, gjqvevix
AvwP, KzwP KY©vUK ivmx
eû †mL, ˆQq`Rv`v
†gvMj cvVvb †hv×v
ivRcyZ wn›`y bvbv RvwZ|
AvfvB, eigv, k¨vg
wÎcyiv, KzKxi bvg
K‡ZK Kwne fvwZ fvwZ\
AviKvbx Ij›`vR
`xbgvi B½ivR,
Kvw¯jvj Avi divwÝm
wnmcvbx, Avjmvbx
†Qvj`vi bQivbx
bvbv RvwZ Av‡Q cyË©wKm\
The above evidence of Alaol is very important, as will
be discussed below. Alaol, originally a Bengali national, went
to Arakan being captive by the Portuguese. He wrote various
poetical works in Bengali in the second half of 17th century.
Being a poet, he was honoured by the Muslim Wazirs and other
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high officers of Arakan. He had access both in the court as well
as assemblies of ministers and high officials and so he was in a
position to write confidently about the people of Arakan. In the
above passage, Alaol says that people from various countries
and belonging to various groups came to Arakan to be under
the care of Arakanese king. He mentioned the people from
Arabia, Egypt, Syria, Turkey, Abbyssinia, Rumi (actually by
Rumi, he mentioned Turkish), Khurasan, Uzbekistan, Lahore,
Multan, Sind, Kashmir, the Deccan, Hind (north Indian),
Kamrup and Bengal, Karnal, Malayese, Achin, Cochin and
Karnatak country. The poet also refers to the Shaikhs, Sayyids,
Mughal, Pathan, Rajputs, Hindus, and people of Ava, Burma,
Shyam (Indo-China), Tripura, Kukis (of Assam and Tippera); the
Armenians, the Dutch, the Danish, the English, the French and
the Spanish and the Portuguese were also found in the capital
city of Mrohaung.21 Alaol’s evidence gets support from the
European writers. For example, Ferdinand Mendez Pinto, a
17th century European traveller says that the Arakanese army
comprised of the following nationalities and countries:
“Portugals, Grecians, Venetians, Turks, Janizaries, Jews,
Armenians, Tartars, Mogores, Abyssians (Abyssinians),
Raizbutos (Rajputus), Nobins, Coracones (Khurasanis),
Persians, Tuparass (people from Tripura or Tippera), Gizares,
Tanulos, Malabares, Jaos (Jens), Achem, Moens, Saims,
Lussons of the Islands, Borneo, Checomes, Arracons, Predin,
Papuaas, Selebres, Mindancas, Pegus, Bramaas, and many
other whose names I know not.”22 The Portuguese Padre Fray
Sebastien Manrique visited Arakan and stayed for some time;
he was also present in the coronation ceremony of the
Arakanese king held on 23 January 1635. He gives a
description of the coronation procession and says that of the
several contingents of army that took part in the coronation,
one contingent wholly comprised of Muslim soldiers, let by a
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Muslim officer called Lashkar Wazir. The leader rode on Iraqi
horse, and the contingent comprised of six hundred soldiers. In
other contingent, led by Arakanese commanders also there
were Muslim soldiers. This evidence of Sebastien Manrique
combined with the fact that there were several Muslim
ministers in Arakan gives a good picture of the presence of the
Muslim in Arakan in the 17th century. The influence of the
Muslim officers over the king of Arakan is also evident from the
following episode mentioned by Sebastien Manrique.
The Arakanese king Min Khamaung Husain Shah
(1612-1622) was succeeded by his son Thiri Thudhama, but
his coronation was delayed. The astrologers said that the king
would die one or two years after the coronation. So the king
was in no mood to perform the coronation, but after 12 years
had passed, the great officers of the state desired that the old
custom of coronation of the king be observed. The king felt that
their desire should be performed. But before acceding to their
demand, he consulted his preceptor, who was a Muslim.
Manrique says that his man was a Haji, he visited the holy
cities of Makka and Madina, but he was held to be a saint by
the king and his Magh subjects. Manrique writes: 23
“But first of all he consulted his false preceptor, a
Mahammadan, who, having twice visited the hateful
Mausoleum where the obscene sandals of the descendant of
Hagar are said to preserved, was held to be a saint by these
Barbarians.”
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Actually Manrique confused here; he was ignorant of
the Muslim rite of the performance of Haj. Manrique’s editors
write: 24
“The hateful Mausoleum” is strictly speaking, at
Madina, where Muhammad was buried, but here Manrique
confuses Madina with Makka, the place of regular pilgrimage.
There is no support to the statement that the prophet’s shoes
are shown either at Madina or Makka, though soon after
Muhammad’s death his servant Anas used to show his shoes to
the faithful, presumably at Makka.”25 Any way, the main point
here is that the Arakanese king’s preceptor was a Muslim, so
an idea of the Muslim influence in Arakan may be obtained.
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Chapter III
MUSLIM MINISTERS AND OTHER OFFICERS IN ARAKAN
We have seen above that the coming of the Muslims in
Arakan, Muslim influence there could be seen in a great
measure. They occupied the government offices, occupied the
posts of ministers, judges and other subordinate posts. It is
gratifying to note that at least three Prime ministers, three
defence ministers and two ministers were Muslims. They are
mentioned below:

Burhanuddin, Defence Minister or Lashkar Wazir
With the restoration of Min Saw-Mun to the throne of
Arakan, Muslim High Officers particularly the army officers
must have entered into Arakan but unfortunately we have no
clear idea for want of sources. At the present state of our
knowledge, we can say that Burhanuddin was the first Lashkar
Wazir (Defence or War Minister), of Arakan. His name is found
in Nasurllah Khondkar’s Shariatnamah. In giving his genealogy
the poet writes:1

ˆah©eš exh©eš
gh©v`vi bvwn Aš
bvg nvwg`yÏxb gwZi gvb|
†MŠo‡`‡k ev½vjv bvg
e‡m K‡l Abycvg
†meyn cvj DwRi cÖavb\
Zvb cyÎ ¸YevbA‡¯
k‡¯ cR¨gvb
R‡M †Nv‡l eyinvbDÏxb bvg|
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ˆ`eMwZ †`k Qvwo
Bó wgÎ m‡½ Kwi
‡ivmv½ †`‡kZ ˆKj¨ avg\
ZLb †ivmv½ †`‡k wKev Av‡`¨ wKev †k‡l
Ak¦ Av‡Qvqvi b AvwQj|
nq MR eû m‡½
†`wL Zv‡b b„ci‡½
¯‹i DwRi Zv‡b ˆKj¨\
Translation: “He was patient, heroic and there was no
end of his honour, his name was Hamid-ud-din, the intelligent.
In Bangalah of Gaur, he was a great minister. His son Burhanud-din was virtuous and eminent in using arms. By chance he
left the country and with relatives settled in the country of
Roshang. In those days there was no horse and horsemen in
Roshang. Seeing him with horse, elephant, the king appointed
him the Lashkar Wazir.”
The poet says that in Bengala (East Bengal) in the
kingdom of Gaur, there was a Wazir named Hamid-ud-din. His
son Burhan-ud-din left the country with his followers and
soldiers and settled in Roshang. In those days there was no
cavalry in Arakan. Considering that Burhan-ud-din was an
efficient soldier, the king appointed him Lashkar Wazir or head
of the army or defence or war minister. Nasrullah Khondkar
wrote his book in 1749 (or 1755), and he was the 7th
descendant of Burhan-ud-din. So Burhan-ud-din was alive
about the last half of the 16th century.

Lashkar Wazir Ashraf Khan
He was a Lashkar Wazir (Defence Minister) of the king
Thiri Thudamma, who ruled Arakan from 1622-1638 AD. Poet
Qazi Daulat wrote his book Sati Maina Lor Chandrani under the
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patronage of Ashraf Khan. The poet writes about him as
follows:

ag©c, vÎ kªxhy³ Avkivd Lvb ›`vb\
nvbvwd, gRve a‡i wPkwZ L
cxi ¸i€ Af¨vM cy‡lš Zrci,
†jvK DcKvi K‡i bvwn AvÍ ci\
ivRbxwZ †jvK ag© eyRš mKj,
wg‡Îi mnvq K‡i Awi imvZj\
gmwR` cy®‹wb© w`jv wewea weavb,
k¨vgZby hyw³gš ePb wgóZv|
ï×gwZ †QvU eo †jv‡KZ BóZv\
gnvivRv Avqy‡kl Rvwb ï×gb|
Zvb n‡¯ ivRbxwZ ˆKj mgc©Y\
ˆmb¨ g‡b Awf‡lK Kwijv ivRb|
gnvgv‡Z¨ Kwi‡jK iv‡R¨I fRb\
g½j weav‡b me© ˆKjv mg_©b|
wewea cÖmv` w`j Kj¨vY KviY\
QÎm‡g w`jv ˆmb¨ cZvKv `y›`wf|
¯^Y© A½ ivL w`jv Avi eû gj¨ Uzwc\
`k nw¯ cÖ`vb w`‡jK eû †Nvov|
ivR LoM mgwc©jv j¯‹ix Kvcov\
†mbvcwZ ˆnjv bvbv ˆmb¨ AwacwZ|
Avkivd Lvb bv‡g †kvf ˆnj AwZ\
kªx Avkivd Lvb j¯‹i DwRi|
hvnvi cÖZvc e‡Rª PzY© Awi wki\
b„cwZ m¤žcv‡m ˆe‡mš w`ev ivwZ|
h_v hvG ivRv Z_v P‡jZ m½wZ\
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gnv‡`ex A‡bK fvwej mywbwðZ\
ivRcyÎ n‡š waK mycvÎ wbwðZ\
b„cwZn cyÎ fvwe nwi‡l mv`‡i|
gnvgvÎ Kwi‡jK Avkivd Lv‡b‡i\
Translation: “The sage Srijukta Ashraf Khan, belongs to
Hanafi Mazhab and Chishtiya tariqa. He patronises Pir, teacher
and wayfarer and in doing favour he does not discriminate
friend or foe. He understands both political and social
problems. He helps the friends and punishes the wicked. He
erected mosques and excavated tanks and he is friendly to
both great and small. When the king felt that his end was
drawing near, he left political matters to his care. The king
celebrated his coronation, and gave many presents to him and
also gave him gold, cap and ten elephants and many horses.
He was also given king’s dagger and robes meant for the
Lashkar (Wazir). He became the head of the army. He was
known as Lashkar Wazir Ashraf Khan. His power breaks the
thunder and the proud head. He sits with king day and night
and accompanies the king to whatever the latter goes. The
queen thinks that he is better than a prince, the king also
consider him to be his son and so made him a great minister.”
So the poet Qazi Daulat says that Ashraf Khan was a
religious minded man, he was a Hanafi and accepted Chishtiya
tariqa. He was the follower of Pir, did good to the people and
understood political affairs. He built mosques and excavated
tanks and he was a generous man. When the king felt that his
end was drawing near, he celebrated the coronation ceremony
and entrusted Ashraf Khan with the responsibility of governing
the country. The king gave him the umbrella, flag and drum and
honoured him with many presents. The king also gave him gold
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emblem, cap and horse and robe of honour (robe of the
Lashkar - Wazir). In this way Ashraf Khan became a great
minister of the state. Abdul Karim Sahitya-Visharad and
Enamul Huq think that Lashak Wazir Ashraf Khan was originally
a man from Chittagong, the ruins of his place are seen at
village Charia in P.S Hazhazari, Dist. Chittagong, a big tank in
this village bears his name and the Lashkar Wazir dighi (big
tank) at Kadalpur village in Raozan also bears his name. 2
Sebastien Manrique also refers to this Lashkar Wazir when he
says that the Lashkar Wazir led the Muslim contingent of army
in the coronation procession of the king Thiri Thudhamma in
1635 A.D.

Lashkar Wazir Bara-Thakur

The third Muslim Lashkar Wazir in Arakan was Sri BaraThakur, father of his more illustrious son Magan Thakur. Alaol
says about Sir Bara-Thakur as follows:

ivR¨cvj ˆmb¨gšx AvwQ‡jK ZvZ|
kªx eo VvKzi bvg RMZ weL¨vZ|
ivR‰mb¨ gšx wQj kªx eo VvKzi|
cÖfv‡Z gvwMqv cvBj Kzj`xc ki\
Translation: “There was a high officer who was a
minister in charge of the army (war or defence minister), he was
known by his title Sir Bara Thakur. The war minister Sri Bara
Thakur was blessed with a son by praying to God.”
Sri Bara Thakur was the Lashkar Wazir or war minister
of the king Narapatigyi (1638-1645 A.D). His actual name is
not known, Bara Thakur was his title.
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Then we have names of three Prime ministers of the
kings of Arakan in 17th century; they were (1) Magan Thakur,
(2) Sayyid Musa, (3) Nabaraj Majlis.

Magan Thakur
He was a son of Sri Bara Thakur, mentioned above and
who was a Lashkar-Wazir or War Minister of the king
Narapatigyi (Narapagiri of Bengal writers). Magan Thakur was
born of Siddiq family, family or descendants of the first Calipha
Hazarat Abu Bakr, giving family background Alaol writes:3

†nb gnvgwng gvMb ¸Ywbwa
iƒ‡c Kvg wRwbqv ¸‡Yi bvwn Aš|
me©‡`‡k e¨vwcZ Zvb AZzj gnË¡\
wmwÏK es‡kZ Rb¥ †kLRv`v RvZ|
Kzjkxj mrK‡g© fzeb weL¨vZ\
Avc‡b Avwjg wVK we`¨v G wbcyY|
¸Yeš nB‡j eyS G ¸Yv¸Y\
Zvb †`kx h‡_K Avwjg ¸Yeš|
gvb¨ Kwi Avwb wbZ¨ Av`‡i cRš\
Translation:
“He was the famous Magan who
possessed excellent qualities, he was extremely handsome,
and there is no end of his virtues. His generosity was known
throughout the country, he was born in the family of Siddiq and
he was a Sheik and he was well known in the world by his high
birth and good deeds. He was an Alim himself and was learned
and he recognised merit. He brought learned men of his
country and honoured them.
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So according to Alaol, Magan Thakur was not only a
high born one, he was also a learned man and he respected the
learned people. He gathered the learned people of the country
by his side and showed them much respect. The name Magan
Thakur baffles many, Sukumar Sen, for example, says:4

ÒgvMb VvKzi gymjvgb wQ‡jb ewjqv †Kvb cÖgvY
bvB| ZLb †Kvb †Kvb wn›`y gymjgvb cx‡ii wkl¨Z¡ MÖnY
Kwi‡Zb| gvMb VvKziI nq‡Zv ZvB KwiqvwQ‡jb| gvMb
VvKz‡ii bvg Zuvnvi Agymjgvb‡Z¡i cÖK…ó cÖgvY (†`eZvi
Kv‡Q gvwMqv cvIqv ewjqv ÔgvMbÕ, ivRcyÎ ewjqv ÔVvKziÕ|)
wZwb hw` †Kv‡ikx Avi‡ei eskai nB‡Zb Z‡e AvjvIj
wbðqB Zvnv D‡jL Kwi‡Z fzwj‡Zb bv| gvMb VvKzi wQ‡jb
†ivmv‡½i ivRcyÎ, AZGe gM| g‡Miv cyivcywi wn›`y bv †nvK
gymjgvb wQj bv|
Translation: “There is no proof that Magan Thakur was
a Muslim. In those days some Hindus became disciples of
Muslim Pirs. Magan Thakur may have done the same thing. The
name Magan Thakur is the best proof that he was not a
Muslim: he was Magan because he was obtained by begging
from God and he was Thakur because he was a prince. If he
belonged to the family of a Quraishi Arab, Alaol would surely
not have forgotten to mention it. Magan Thakur was prince of
Roshang, so he was a Magh. The Maghs were not fully Hindus,
but they were not Muslims.
Sukumar Sen is not only wrong, but it seems that he
has deliberately distorted facts to make Magan Thakur an
Arakanese Magh. Alaol categorically says that Magan Thakur
was born of Siddiq family and he was a Shaik. In spite of such
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categorical evidence, how could Sukumar Sen make him a
Magh, is not comprehensible.
Any way, Alaol also says why his name was Magan

Thakur:5

ivR ˆmb¨ gšx wnj kªx eo VvKzi|
cÖfv‡Z gvwMqv cvBj Kzj`xc ki\
cÖf-z ¯’v‡b gvwM cvBj cÖv_©bv Kwi|
†ZKvi‡Y gvMb VvKzi bvg awi|
Translation: “Sri Bara Thakur was the war minister of
king. By begging to God he got the offspring in the morning.
Because he was obtained by praying or begging, he was given
the name of Magan.”
So it is clear that Bara Thakur prayed to God for a son
and God Almighty blessed him with a son and the offspring of
prayer (i.e. Magan in Bengali) was named Magan. Thakur was
the official title given by the king.
Magan Thakur came to prominence in the reign of the
king Narapatigyi or Nripagiri. The king had a daughter, when
the king became old, he thought of appointing a fit person as
guardian of the daughter and he selected Magan Thakur for his
job. Alaol says:6

cigv my›`ix Kb¨v AwZ myPwiZv|
eû †ø‡n b„cwZ †cvwljv wbR myZv\
... ....... .... ....
Kb¨vi ˆkke †`wL fv‡e bicwZ|
G‡ZK m¤c` mgwc©e Kvi cÖwZ\
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GK gnvcyi€l AvwQj †mB †`‡k|
gnvmÎ gymjgvb wmwÏ‡Ki es‡k|
bvbv ¸‡Y cviM gnš Kzjkxj|
Zvnv‡K Avwbqv b„c Kb¨v mgwc©j\
e„× bIcwZ hw` †Mj ¯^M©cywi|
GB Kb¨v ˆnj Rvb gL¨ cv‡Uk¦ix\
ˆkk‡ei cvÎ †`wL eû †øn fvwe|
gL¨ cvÎ Kwiqv ivwLj gnv‡`ex\
Translation: “The princess was extremely pretty and
polite, the king brought up his daughter with great care …..
Seeing the tender age of the princess the king was thinking as
to whom the guardianship of the princess was to be given. In
that country there was a great man he was a Muslim, virtuous
man. The king made him the guardian of the princess. When
the king died the princess became the chief queen. She
appointed her guardian the Prime Minister of the kingdom.”
The fact is that the king Narapatigyi had no son, but
only a daughter. When the king became old, he appointed
Magan Thakur, who was a minister, and who belonged to a
good Arab family, guardian of his daughter. After the king’s
death she was married to Thado Minthar (Sad Umedar of
Bengali writers), nephew of the king, i.e. the king’s daughter
was married to her cousin. This Thado Minthar became king,
and the king’s daughter became the chief queen of the
kingdom. From the above discussion, it is evident that Magan
Thakur was a minister in the reign of king Narapatigyi, but after
the latter’s death, during the reign of Thado Minthar and his
queen, Magan Thakur was promoted to be the chief or Prime
Minister of the kingdom.
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Magan Thakur was a learned man, he gave asylum to
the learned people and patronised the great poet Alaol. Alaol
also says about him as follows;7

eû eû gymjgvb †ivmv‡½ ˆemš|
m`vKvix Kzjxb cwÛZ ¸Yeš\
m‡e K…cv Kiš m¤¢vwl eûZi|
Zvwjg-Avwjg ewj Kiš Av`i\
gL¨ cv‡Uk¦ixi AgvZ¨ gnvRb|
mZ¨ev`x wR‡Zw›`ªq VvKzi gvMb\
fv‡M¨v`q ˆnj †gvi wewa cimb|
`ytL-bvk †nZz Zvb m‡OM `ikb\
eûj Av`i Kwi eûj m¤§v‡b|
mZZ †cvlš Avgv Abœ e¯ `v‡b\

gayi Avjv‡c ek ˆnj †gvi gb|
Zvb ¸Y mÎ ˆnj MÖxevG eÜb\
¸wYMY _vKš Zvnvb mfv fwi|
MxZ bvU hš ev‡`¨i i½ X½ Kwi\
bvbv mycÖm½ K_v Kwnqv em`|
Zvb mfvg‡a¨ _uv‡Kv ˆnqv mfvm`\
GKw`b mfv Kwi ewm‡Q gvMb|
bvbv i½ cÖm½ Knš ¸wYMY\
†Kn Mv‡n †Kn ev‡n †Kn †L‡j †Ljv|
myavKi †ewo †hb Zviv Kzj †gjv\
†nbKv‡j ïwb cÙveZxi K_b|
cig nwil ˆnj mfvRb gb\
....
.......
.....
†ivmv‡½‡Z A‡b‡K bv ey‡S GB fvlv|
cqv‡i iwP‡j cy‡i mfv‡bi Avkv\
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......
........
......
†Zb cÙveZx iP †gvi AvÁv awi|
GK_v ïwb‡Z g‡b eû kª×v Kwi\
Zvnvb Av‡`k gvb¨ Kwiqv g¯K|
A½xKvi ˆKujy gyB iwP‡Z cy¯K\
Translation: “Many Muslims live in Roshang, they are
all learned, virtuous and come out good family. All help me and
treats me well because I am an educated man. Thakur Magan,
the truthful and saintly person was the minister of the Chief
queen. As the end of the days of my grief appeared, I happened
to meet him. He brought me up with great care. He treats me
well and his generosity bound my neck towards him. The
learned people sit in his assembly and enjoy vocal and
instrumental music. I was also a member of that assembly and
in one such assembly there were many who engaged
themselves in various amusements. Some sang songs and
some played instruments. When they heard the story of
Padmavati they became happy. The people of Roshang do not
understand the language, so if it was composed in Bengali
poem, all will be happy. So Magan Thakur ordered me to
compose Padmavati and by his order I promised to compose
the book.”
In this passage Alaol gives a picture of the miniature
court of Magan Thakur, the Prime Minister. Magan Thakur gave
Alaol shelter and at his order Alaol composed his famous
poetical work Padmavati. We have said about that Magan
Thakur was appointed Prime Minister by Thado Minthar and his
queen. But the king Thado Minthar died in 1652 and was
succeed by his minor son Sanda Thudhamma (Chandra
Sudharma 1652-1684 A.D). As the king was minor, the
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dowager queen (Thado’s queen and Narapatigyi’s daughter)
ruled the country as regent. She gave her guardian Magan
Thakur the authority to rule the country on her and her son’s
behalf. Magan Thakur’s power and influence was further
enhanced. It is stated above that Magan Thakur ordered Alaol
to compose Saiful Mulk Badiujjamal. Alaol began the work, but
before completing the book Magan Thakur died and the
composition of the book Saiful Mulk Badiujjamal remained
incomplete. Later another Arakanese Prime Minister Sayyid
Musa (discussed below) ordered Alaol to complete the book
and he did so in 1669 or 1670 A.D. It was thought that Magan
Thakur died before 1660 A.D.8 Of all the Muslim ministers and
officers of Arakan in the medieval period, Magan Thakur was
undoubtedly the best and his name is immortalised in the
pages of history.

Sayyid Musa, Prime Minister
The next Muslim minister of Arakan was Sayyid Musa.
He was appointed Prime Minister after the death of Magan
Thakur. Sayyid Musa remained in this office for about a decade
under the king Sanda Thudhama (Chandra Sudharma). Alaol
received patronage from him and at his order completed the
composition of Saiful Mulk Badiujjamal. Alaol writes about his
patron in the following words:9

ˆmq` gymv GK cyi€l gnš|
Awfbœ e`b iƒc gnv ¸Yeš\
Avwg e„× dwK‡i‡i AwZ eûZi|
Zvwje Avwjg ewj Kiš Av`i\
`v‡b cwicyiš †cvlš Aby¶Y|
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†cÖg e‡m gvb¨ i‡m euvav †gvi gb\
GKw`b WvwKqv †h Avcb Avj G|
eûj Kwiqv Kwnjv †h gnvkG\
cy¯‡Ki AvÁvKvix kªx hy³ gvMb|
AvwQj †Zvgvi wkl¨ †gvi eÜzRb\
LÊ evK¨ AvwQj cy¯K g‡bvni|
mgvß ˆn‡j im nG eûZi\
Av¤§vi †MŠie g‡b Zvnvi ePb|
AvÁv Kwi †Zvl hZ cvV‡Ki gb\
fvweqv DËi w`ujy ïb `qvgG|

e„×Kv‡j MÖš’ Kg© DwPZ bv nG\
iwPjyu eûj MÖš’ bvbv Avjv Svjv|
ewn‡Z Ck¦i fv‡e hy³ nB Kvjv\
we‡kl Afv‡e cwi wPšvhy³ gb|
........
........... .........
Zzwg bv Kwi‡j LÊ evK¨ (Kve¨?) b‡n †cv_v|
Giƒ‡c Kwi‡Z Avi †Kev Av‡Q G_v\
wZb g‡Z Kve¨ mv½ Kwi‡Z DwPZ|
cÖ_‡g gvMb wbôv ¸wYMY wew`Z\
wØZxq Kzgvi †h iwnj eÜ‡b|
bv iwP‡j cy¯K `ytL DcRG g‡b\
Z…Zxq Av¤§vi gb ivwL‡Z RyqvG|
GovB‡Z bv cvwiev iwPev me©_vq\
Translation: “Sayyid Musa is a great man. He is a
learned man and loves this poor man (Alaol himself) because I
am a seeker of knowledge. He is a bounteous man and I am
bound to him by his love. He called me once to his house and
said that Magan who ordered you to write the book was your
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disciple and my friend. The book remains half-finished, but if it
is completed it will please many. For my sake you write the
book. I said, “composing the book is not possible at old age. I
have written many books, now it behoves me to remain
engaged in remembering God.” He said that if you do not do it
the incomplete book will not be finished, there is no one else
who can do it. For three reasons you should do this work, first,
your love for Magan, second, (in the story) the prince is now in
prison, and third, to please me. So you cannot but complete
the book.”
Alaol says that Sayyid Musa was a great man, he used
to patronise learned man and loved Alaol because he was a
talib alim, seeker of knowledge, here meaning a learned man.
Sayyid Musa was a friend of Magan Thakur, it is possible that
he was a minister, when Magan Thakur was a Prime Minister.
Above all Sayyid Musa liked poets and poetical works, so he
requested Alaol to complete the half-finished poem Saiful
Mulk Badiujjamal, which was originally ordered to be written by
Magan Thakur. Alaol begged to be excused on ground of old
age but Sayyid Musa said that Alaol should complete the work
for three reasons: first, his love for deceased Magan Thakur,
second, the book was written up-to a stage where the prince
(i.e. the hero) was living in prison, and the third, Alaol should
complete the composition of the book to please Sayyid Musa
himself. Alaol could not deny, he completed the work in 166970 A.D.

NabaraJ Majlis, another Prime Minister
The next Muslim Prime Minister whose name is known
to us was Nabaraj Majlis, it is not known whether it was his
name or title. He ordered Alaol to compose the famous Persian
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book Sikandarnama of Nizami Ganjabi. Alaol says how he got
the order to write the book:10

kªxgš gRwjm AZzj gnË¡|
beivR cvBqv hw` ˆnj gnvgvZ¨\
gayi ePb †gvi ïwbqv em`|
mv`‡i Avwbqv Av¤§v ˆKj mfvm`\
A‡bœ e‡¯ Zzwlqv †cvlš wbiši|
Zvb `v‡b mymg‡q ïwa ivRKvi\
eû ¸Yeš Av‡Q Zvnvb mfvG|
Z_vwcn †gvi evK¨ g‡b Aby fvG\
GKw`b gRwjm Kwi †gngvwb|
gnvgn gymjgvb Avwb\
Pe©¨, P‚l¨, †jn¨, †cq wewea eÜb|
P›`b K¯ywi Avw` †Mvjvc myMÜ|
Kcy©i Zv¤^y‡j mfv eBj Avb›`\
ev`¨ Kwc bvg Avw` hš myjwjZ;
†Kn †Kngayi my¯^‡i Mv‡n MxZ\
gRwj‡m mK‡j Kiš Avkxe©v`|
wewa cyivDK †Zv¤§v g‡b †hB mva\
Avb‡›`i ¯’j gvÎ †Zvgvi mgxc|
gymjgvbx `x‡b Zzwg D¾¡j cÖ`xc|
gmwR` cy®‹wY© Avw` ˆKjv cY¨ Kvg|
¯^‡`k we‡`k cY© †Zv¤§v K…wZ bvg\
........................
ïwb gRwjm evK¨ ey‡jš imvj|
gmwR` cy®‹wY© iwn‡e KZKvj\
ce©Kv‡j gn‡š Kwi‡Q bvbv Kvg|
mvi gvÎ †KZv‡e GLb Av‡Q bvg\
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gmwR` cy®‹wY© bvg wbR †`‡k i‡n|
MÖš’ K_v h_v Z_v Dw³fv‡e K‡n\
MÖš’ Kwn mK‡ji Zzó nq gb|
bvg ¯§wi gwngv Kn G me©Rb\
gL© nq mycwÊZ ïwb cvÎ Rvj|
MÖš’ gg gwngv K_v‡Z Av‡Q Avj\
cÖjq Avwa i‡n ïf K…wZ hk|
bv‡gi gvwngv evK¨ m‡e K‡e ek|
Translation: “The benevolent man Srimanta Majlis
became his great minister getting Nabaraj. Hearing about me
he made me his courtier and brought me up by giving food and
clothes. By his grant I paid government dues in proper time.
There are other learned men at his court, but he gives weight to
what I say. One day he invited many Muslims and entertained
them with all kinds of food and drink. People became happy,
some sang songs, and others played instrumental music. All
present blessed the Majlis saying that God Almighty will fulfil
his wishes. They also praised him for his good deeds like
building mosques, excavating tanks and they also said that his
name will be remembered in his own country and outside. The
Majlis replied that mosques and tanks would not last long only
books will last. In the past great men built mosques and
excavated tanks, but only books lasted. Mosques and tanks are
known in one’s own country, but books are read in all countries.
Illiterate people get knowledge through books. Books last till
the days of resurrection.”
Alaol says that Srimanta Majlis became a mahamatya
or chief or prime minister after getting Nabaraj; seems
therefore that his name was Srimanta Majlis, Nabaraj was his
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official title. It is possible that after the death of Prime Minister
Sayyid Musa, Nabaraj Mujlis obtained the job. It seem further
that Alaol was not acquainted with Nabaraj Majlis before;
hearing the name and fame of Alaol, Nabaraj Majlis called the
poet to his Court and gave him much support, so much so that
Alaol was able to clear the state dues. Once the Prime
Minister sat in the assembly of learned man, arranged food
and drinks for the guests. Those present in the assembly
praised the Prime Minister for his good works, particularly the
construction of mosques and excavation of tanks. In reply
Nabaraj Majlis said that mosques and tanks are not
permanent, in old days great men did these beneficial works,
but they did not last. Only books have lasted, books please the
readers, books impart education, illiterate people became
learned by reading books; books and poets are honoured not
only in their own country but outside, and books last until the
day of resurrection. The book Sikandarnama was written in
1673 A.D.
Nabaraj Majlis was not only the Prime Minister of the
kingdom, he was so important a personality that he
administered the coronation oath to the king Chandra
Sudharma. The king must have his Magh Ministers also, but
this Muslim Minister got prominence. Also Alaol says about
this:11

†nb ag©kxj ivRv AZzj gnË¡|
gRwjm beivR Zvb gnvgvZ¨\
†ivmv½ †`‡k AvQš hZ gymjgvb|
gnvcvÎ gRwjm mevi cÖavb\
gRwjm cv‡Î gnË¡ ïb G‡e|
bicwZ ¯^M© Av‡ivnb ˆnj h‡e\
hyeiv‡R AvB‡m h‡e cv‡U ewmev‡i|
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`vÊvB cie gy‡L Z‡³i evwn‡i\
gRwjm cwi w`e¨ e¯ AvfiY|
mgy‡L `vÊvB Av‡M `pvG ePb\
cyÎer cÖRv‡i cvwjev wbiši|
bv Kwiev Qjej †jv‡Ki Dci\
kv¯bxwZ ivRKv‡h© ˆnev b¨vqeš|
wbe©jx‡i ej bv K‡iŠK eješ\
`qvj PwiÎ ˆnev mZ¨ ag©eš|
myR‡b‡i m‡švwhev bvwkev `iš\
†¶gv ag© AvPwiev PÂj bv ˆnev|
ce© Aciv‡a Kvi g›` bv Kwiev\
Avi bvbv wewa cÖKvkš ivRbxwZ|
mZ¨ Kwiqv hw` `pvBj b„cwZ|
cÖ_‡g gRwj‡m Z‡e mvjvg Ki G|
†k‡l gvZ…Kzj Avw` m‡e cÖYvg G\
Translation: “The great religious king had a prime
minister known as Nabaraj Majlis, he was a great Minister and
Chief of all Muslims of Roshang. Now I will tell something
about Majlis. When the king went to heaven, the crown prince
came to sit on the throne. Out side the throne, he stood facing
the east. The Majlis wore his dress and standing before the
prince advised him in the following words. Treat the people as
your sons; do not deceive upon the people. According to
religious rites, be just in state duties, and see that the strong
do not oppress the weak. Be kind, be true to your religion, be
kind to good people, and punish the wicked. Try to forgive and
do not be impatient; do not punish anybody for pass offences.
The king accepted all these principles, then bade salam to the
Majlis and then all others of the family of his mother.”
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This is an important evidence about the king and his
Muslim Prime Minister Nabaraj Majlis. The poet first praises
king and then says that Nabaraj Majlis was the Chief among all
Muslims there living in the country of Roshang. When the king
died and his prince (new king) came to occupy the throne, he
was made to stand outside the throne facing the cast. Majlis,
i.e. Nabaraj Majlis then appeared before him wearing his
official dress. Nabaraj Majlis then administered the oath as
follows: treat your subjects as your son: do not oppress the
people; be just in religious and legal matters; do not allow the
strong to oppress the weak; you should be kind, truthful and
religious; behave well to the good people and destroy the
wicked; always be generous and do not vacillate or be restless;
do not harm anybody for pass fault; and he advised the king in
many other matters. The king agreed to abide by his advice and
follow his admonition. Then he saluted Nabaraj Majlis and then
others of his family.
The king Chandra Sudharma ascended the throne in
1652 after the death of his father. As he was minor, his mother
became regent and Magan Thakur held the reins of government
on their behalf. Most probably, the boy king was not then
coronated, if at that time coronation took place, Magan Thakur
would have administered the oath, because he was not only the
Prime Minister, he was also the guardian of the dwager queen
and the boy king. So it appears that the king was coronated
around 1670. i.e. about 18 years after his accession, and
about 30 years of his age. It may be remembered that a former
king of Arakan Thiri Thudamma was coronated twelve years
after his accession to the throne.
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Sayyid Muhammad, Minister
Sayyid Muhammad Khan was a minister of the king
Chandra Sudharma, Alaol composed his book Half Paikar (or
Sapta Paikar), being requested by his minister. Alaol says:12

†nb gnviv‡Rk¦i ALÊ m¤žc`|
ZvZ gL¨ ˆmb¨gšx ˆmq` †gvnv¤§`\
A½ `e©v`j k¨vg gyL cY© kkx|
Avwgqv wgwkªZ evK¨ g„`y g›` nvwm\
bvbv kv¯ civY weØvb we`»|
Aviwe, dviwm Avi wn›`yqvwb gMa|&
†gvnš m½xZ RvZv fvei‡m jxb|
ivM i‡½ we‡bv` _vKš wbkxw`b\
mZZ cwÊZ ¸Yx Zvnvb mfvG|
ZË¡ im K_v Kwn _vKš m`v G\
bvbv ci¯ve bvbv MÖš’ myK_b|
Avb‡›` ïbš iwm ˆnqv GKgb\
Avwgn mfvG Zvb _vwK AweiZ|
Abœe¯ `v‡b Avgv †cvlš mZZ\
†gvi gb evÜG jeY hev ¸qvG|
we‡kl Kiš eû Av`iI K…cvG\
mfvg‡a¨ _vwK mfvm` ˆnqv|
kv¯ bxwZ im K_v cÖm½ Kwnqv\
mß cqKi K_v AwZ g‡bvni|
g‡bvMZ cÖKvwkjy Zvnvb †MvPi\
Translation: “He was a king of kings, owner of huge
wealth and his chief war minister was Sayyid Muhammad. His
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body is blue and his face is like a full moon. He speaks
smilingly and he is learned in many subjects, in Arabic,
Persian, Indian and Maghi languages. He is a good singer and
remains busy with music day and night. Many scholars adorn
his court and remain busy discussing philosophical subjects.
I attend his court and he brings me up giving food and drinks.
He keeps me obliged to him by giving salt, grain and betel nut.
He shows me favour and I attend his court as a member of his
assembly. I discuss many tales about religious subjects and I
related to him the most fascinating story of Sapta Paikar.”
In the above passage we find that the Minister Sayyid
Muhammad was the chief army minister. We have seen above
those three ministers, Ashraf Khan, Bara Thakur and
Burhanuddin were called Lashkar Wazir, which we have
rendered as war minister or defence minister. This man Sayyid
Muhammad is not called Lashkar Wazir, through he was also
attached to the army. It appears that he was also a war
minister, but not a Lashkar Wazir. He was a learned man and
well-versed in several languages like Arabic, Persian, Hindi and
Maghi. He also liked music and always lived in the company of
learned and cultured people. In his house, which was a
miniature court, many people remained present and they gave
demonstration of their talent in their respective fields, for
example, some recited poems, some sang songs. In this way
they entertained the audience. Alaol used to remain present in
that assembly; he received patronage and various types of help
from the minister. At his request Alaol composed the Haft
Paikar in 1660 A.D.
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Srimanta Sulaiman
He was a minister of the king Chandra Sudharma. At
his request, Alaol composed Tuhfa and completed the
unfinished Satimaina Lor Chandrani. The first was a book on
Fiqh, while the second was written by Qazi Daulat at the
request of Lashkar Wazir Ashraf Khan. Before completing the
book the poet died and the book remained incomplete. Alaol
completed the last part of the book. He says as follows about
the minister Srimanta Sulaiman in his Lor Chandani.13

kªxgš †mv‡jgvb gnvb ¸Yeš|
ci‡`kx ¸Yx cvB‡j Av`‡i †cvlš\
gnv niwmZ ˆnj cvBqv Av¤§v‡i\
Abœ e¯ `v‡b wbZ¨ †cvlš mv`‡i\
Zvnvb mfvZ ¸wYMY AweiZ|
Ávb Dw³ im K_v ïbš mZZ\
GKw`b nwi‡l ewmqv ¸Ywbwa|
wRÁvmš Kve¨ K_v i‡mi Aewa\
cÖm½ nBj †jvi P›`ªvbxi K_v|
Amv½ iwnj GB im Kve¨ Mv_v\
mv½ nB‡j cy¯K m¤žcY© im nG|
†kªvZv cvV‡Ki gb AviwZ cyivG\
......... .........
......
G‡ZK fvweqv †mv‡jgvb gnvgwZ|

ni‡l‡Z Av‡`k Kwij Av¤§v cÖwZ\
GB LÊ cy¯K cyivI †gvi bv‡g|
`y» gay †`vn Avwb wgjvI GK av‡g\
gnš AviwZ †h ïwbqv AvjvIj|
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A½xKvi ˆKj fvwe Ck¦‡ii ej\
gnvR‡bi Av‡`k mn‡R cR¨gvb|
Abœ`vZv fq ÎvZv RbK mgvb\
kªxgš †mv‡jgvb m‡Z¨ iZœvKI|
ïwb‡Z mZxi K_v nwim Aši\
Av‡`k Kzmyg Zvb wk‡iZ awiqv|
nxb AvjvI‡j K‡n cÂvwj iwPqv\
Translation: “Srimanta Sulaiman is a very virtuous
man and he brings up vituous foreigners with care. He became
extremely glad to receive me and always entertains me with
food and clothes. Learned people always discuss in his
assembly on philosophical subjects. Once he sat in his court
and discussed on various subjects. By chance the story of Lor
Chandrani came up for discussion. This poem remained
incomplete, and if completed, readers and hearers will be
happy ……… Considering this the great Sulaiman ordered me
to complete the book so that milk and honey meet at one place
(i.e. both stories of Satimaina and Lor Chandrani are found in
one place). At his order Alaol promised to complete the book
depending on the will of God....... The orders of great men are
to be carried on because he was like a father giving food and
shelter. Srimanta Sulaiman is a man of virtue. He becomes
glad on hearing the story of Sati (chaste woman). At his order
Alaol composed the poem in Bengali verse.” In his Tuhfa, Alaol
writes about Srimanta Sulaiman as follows: 14

myab¨ †ivmv½ †`k
bvwn g›` cvc †jk
kªx P›`ª myag©v Z‡Z ivRv|
AwaK gwngv hvi
ˆ`‡ei wbeÜ Zvi
b„cKy‡j Avwm K‡i cRv\
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Zvb cvÎ w`e¨Ávb
kªxhy³ †mvjvqgvb
ïf¶Y m„wRjv weavZv|
bvbv kv¯ Aeavb
†`ŠZ¨ mZ¨ kvwšgvb
¸Yeš ¸wYMY ÁvZv\
¶gvkxj `qveš
im wmÜz fvM¨eš
m½xZ Avw` ev`¨ myMvqK|
ci DcKvi jvwM
wbR Kg© cwiZ¨vwM
nxbR‡b gwngv `vqK\
Avwjg mfvb †gjv
kv¯ ZË¡ wbwZ¨ †Ljv
ivMi½ we‡bv` m`vG|
ˆefe AwaKgvd
me©g‡Z mg `vc
Me©nxb mycweÎ Kvq\
Avwjg mKj Z_v
bvbv †KZv‡ei K_v
me© A_© ivLvwb Kwn‡Z|
†Zvndv †KZve evwY
g‡bZ †KŠZzK gvwb
†gvK AvÁv ˆKjv ni‡l‡Z\
†`L GB mywKZve
cwo‡j A‡bK jvf
†Kn ey‡S †Kn nG aÜ|
hw` nG †`kx fvlv
cyiG g‡bi Avkv
iP Zv‡K cqvi cÖeÜ\Ô
nB‡j gnš AvÁv
bv AvB‡m Kv‡iv k¼v
Abœ`vZv mgvb wcZve|
Zvb AvÁv j¶ Kwi
ü`‡q mvnm awi
IwP‡Z Kwijy A½xKvi\
Translation: “Roshang is a bless country, there is no
sin there and Sri Chandra Sudharma is the king there. He is
widely known and he is so fortunate that other kings came and
adore him. His minister Sri-yut Sulaiman is a man of heavenly
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knowledge, God created him at an auspicious hour. He excuses
(the offenders), he is kind, he is lucky and joyous, and he is a
singer and plays instrumental music. He helps the lowly
persons and works for other’s benefit, giving up his own work.
In the company of the learned, he discusses religious
principles ……. He said to me that it is very profitable to read
the Tuhfa, but people do not understand it. So he asked me to
render it into Bengali and I promised to do so.”
Srimanta Sulaiman was an amatya or minister, and he
was in charge of finance, or he was a finance minister. He was
a learned man and he patronised the learned people including
the poets. Like other ministers of Arakan, he also held court, in
his assembly various people attended and held literary
discussions, some sang songs and entertained the audience.
In such assemblies, Srimanta Sulaiman ordered Alaol to
complete the Lor Chandrani (began by Qazi Daulat) and to
compose Tuhfa. The poet says that Srimanta Sulaiman loved
the learned people so much so that he used to provide them
food, clothes and shelter, particularly the foreigners on coming
to Arakan received help and patronage from him. So at the
present stage of our knowledge, we get the names of eight
Muslim ministers of Arakan, three of them were Lashkar Wazir
or defence or war ministers and two ministers.

Officers of the Judicial Department
We have seen above that many Muslims entered into
Arakan by the 17th century and in their day to day life Muslim
law was prevalent. For this reason, Muslim judges had to be
appointed. They were called Qazis, and it appears that the Qazi
were appointed following the examples of Bengal. Names of
several Qazis are available in the writing of poets.
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We know Qazi Daulat is a poet and he wrote Sati Maina
Lor Chandrani at the request of Lashkar Wazir Ashraf Khan. But
it appears that he was a Qazi or judicial officer (or Judge) and
the judge was also a poet. In those days Qazi was an official
title and not a family title. It is from the late 18th centuries that
Qazi became a family title when the Muslims lost their political
power. When the post of Qazi was abolished, the descendants
of those who once occupied the post of Qazi began to adopt
this as a family title. Qazi Sayyid Sawood Shah or Maswood
Shah was another Judge, whose name is available in the
writings of Alaol. He writes:15

ˆQq` QD` kvn †ivmv‡½i KvRx|
Ávb Aí Av‡Q ewj †gv‡i ˆnj ivRx\
`qvj PwiZ cxi AZzj gnË¡|
K…cv Kwi w`jv †gv‡i Kv‡`ix †LjvdZ\
h`¨wcI Am³ Avwg ˆj‡Z †mB fvi|
ci‡k ci‡k Zvgª nq †ngvKvi\
Translation:
“Sayyid Sawood Shah, the Qazi of
Roshang accepted me as a disciple because I have a little
learning. The king and good-natured Pir took pity on me and
granted me Khilafat in the Qaderiya order. Through I am unable
to take such a responsibility, continuous touch turn copper into
gold.”
Alaol calls him “Roshanger Qazi” (Qazi of Roshang),
which means he was Chief Justices of the kingdom of Arakan. It
appears, however, that he judged the cases according to
Muslim law, applied to the Muslims. It is not clear whether he
also tried the cases of the Magh citizens, and it seems doubtful
whether the Maghs had their own legal system. Sayyid Sawood
Shah was not only a Qazi, he was also a Sufi belonging to the
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Qaderiya order, because Alaol says that he became a Khalifa or
chief disciple of the Qazi in the Qaderiya order. Names of some
other Qazis are also available; they are Shuja Qazi, Gawa Qazi,
Nala Qazi, Abdul Karim, Muhammad Husain, Usman, Abdul
Jabbar, Abdul Gaffar, Muhammad Yusuf, Nur Muhammad and
Raushang Ali. Details about them are not available.

Pir Masum Shah
Here was may refer to another saintly and religiously
devoted person who was living there in the capital city of
Roshang with family. He was Sayyid Masum Shah. His son
Sayyid Mustafa was also a very learned and religious person.
Alaol writes about him as follows:16

†imv½ †`‡kZ GK gnv ¸Yevb|
ivRvi AgvZ¨ kªxhyZ †mv‡jgvb\
†ngiZœ b„cwZi h‡_K fvÊvI|
mK‡ji Dc‡i Zvnvb AwaKvi\
Av‡iv gnv¸Yeš ¸Yeš wcÖq|
A‡¯ k‡¯ wekvi` bvwnK wØZxq\
ag©kxj ci DcKvix gnv`vbx|
bvbv kv¯ cviM iwmK gnvgvbx\
kªxhyZ gvMb Avi kªxgš †Qv‡jgvb|
Kvqv wfbœ `yB mLv GKwn civY\
†`vn g‡a¨ KzUzw¤^Zv AvQ G Nwbó|
wbZ¨ †cÖg ev‡o Rw` nG `yB †kªô|
`yB gnvkq g‡a¨ eûj wcixZ|
GK cxi ¯’v‡b †`vn nBj gyix`\
cxi gvnvQyg kvnv we`¨v wm×v cxi|
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gnv`vZv Ávb ¸i€ Acvc kixi\
........ ............ ........
ˆQq` †gv¯dv Zvb cÖavb ZbG|
iƒ‡c Kvg‡`e wRwb Rvb AwZkq\
......
.......... .........
GKw`b wkl¨ †mv‡jgvb gnvkq|
cx‡ii AvwvË©qv wbqv Avcbv AvjG\
AvwQjv cx‡ii m‡½ cx‡ii mšwZ|
wbgwšqv Avwbjv gvMb gnvgwZ\
Avi eû Avwjg Ijgv ¸Yevb|
wbgwšqv Avwbjv kªxgš †mv‡jgvb\
ZË¡ K_v MxZ i‡m Avbw›`Z ïwb|
m‡¤^vwaqv Kwnjv gvMb ¸YgwY\
bvbv im eP‡b iRbx †Mj Avav|
cyivY cÖm½ GK Kn cxiRv`v\
GZ ïwb ˆQq` †gv¯dv ¸Yivwk|
Qqdj gyjyK K_v Kwnjv cÖKvwk\
ew`D¾vgvj bv‡g wQj Acmix|
eû `yt‡L cvB‡jK bvbv hZœ Kwi\
h‡_K cÖm½ Avw` h_ `ytL †kvK|
kªxhyZ gvMb g‡b AwZ eo myL\
Av¤§v‡i eywjjv ¸i€ Rq Aeavb|
dviwm fv‡lZ GB cÖm½ cyivb\
mK‡j bv ey‡S GB dviwm wKZve|
cqvi cÖe‡Ü iP GB ci¯ve\
Translation: “There is a great man in the country of
Roshang, he is Sriyut Sulaiman, the minister of the king. He
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has got control over the treasury of the king containing gold
and jewels. He is himself a learned man loves other learned
people, he is also unparalleled in using arms. He is religious
minded, he is a great donor and does good to others. He is
expert in many subjects, he is humorous appreciative and
respected by all. Sriyut Magan and Srimanta are such good
friends that though they have two bodies, they have one soul.
They have cordial relations, if both are great, their love
increases. They have cordial relations and both became
disciples of one Pir. Masum Shah is a learned, accomplished
and sinless Pir…… Sayyid Mustafa, his eldest son, is also a
learned and fine man …….. The disciple one-day invited his Pir
with his family and Magan was also present by invitation.
Srimanta Sulaiman also invited many other learned men. In
course of philosophical discussion Magan said, night has
already passed half-way, so he requested the Pirzada to tell a
story. So Sayyid Mustafa told the story of Saiful Mulk. There
was fairy named Badiujjamal, after much hardship Saiful Mulk
got her. He related the whole story and Sriyut Magan heard this
and became happy. Magan told me that the story is written in
Persian books, so compose this in (Bengali) poem.”
Here Alaol says that Srimanta Sulaiman was in charge
of finance of the king. i.e. he was finance minister. He was a
learned man and patronised learning and learned people.
Magan Thakur, the Prime Minister and Srimanta Sulaiman
were very good friends and both were disciples of the same Pir.
The name of the Pir was Sayyid Masum Shah and his son was
Sayyid Mustafa. One day, Srimanta Sulaiman invited his Pir to
a feast, the Pir attended with his son, Magan Thakur and many
learned people also attended the feast. After taking the meal
when everybody engaged in merrymaking in their own way,
Magan asked Sayyid Mustafa, the Pir’s son to tell a story from
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old legends. Sayyid Mustafa related the story of Saiful Mulk
Badiujjamal, it was liked by all and Magan Thakur was so
pleased that he asked Alaol to write the story in Bengali so that
all people who do not know Persian, may read and understand
it.
We have seen above that Alaol started writing the
book Saiful Mulk Badiujjamal by the order of Magan Thakur,
but before the writing of the book was completed, Magan
Thakur died and the book remained incomplete. Later another
Prime Minister Sayyid Musa requested Alaol to complete the
book and it was completed by his patronage.
We have given above the names of Muslim ministers in
the court of Arakan in the 16th – 17th centuries. In the 17th
century, the Muslim ministers continued in their service for
about half a century consecutively from the time of Thiri
Thudamma to Sanda Thudamma. As they occupied high posts
their names have come down to us through the writings of
poets, but there may have been many other Muslims occupying
the subordinate posts, their names are not known. In fact an
idea of the numerous Muslims holding subordinate posts and
engaged in trade and other profession may be obtained if we
remember that every minister held courts and assemblies, the
poets further give an idea that these assemblies were attended
by many Muslims.
Many Muslims were also there in the army. We have
seen above that two big contingents of Muslim army entered
into Arakan while restoring the king Min Saw-Mun in 1431 AD.
Cavalry was not known in Arakan before the coming of the
Muslims and the Muslims going from Bengal organised the
cavalry. Lashkar Wazir Burhanuddin probably first organised
cavalry as a fighting force. Poet Alaol was first appointed a
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horseman in the Arakanese army. In the coronation procession
of Thiri Thudamma in 1635, the Lashkar Wazir led the Muslim
cavalry contingent consisting of six hundred men. This is known
from the evidence of the Portuguese Fray Sebastine Manrique.
There were Muslim soldiers in the other contingents of the
coronation procession led by other commanders. Taking all
these into consideration it may be stated with confidence that
there were many Muslims in Arakan engaged in their several
professions.
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Chapter IV

MUSLIM POETS OF ARAKAN
In the above pages, we have given accounts of the
Muslim ministers of Arakan in 16th – 17th centuries. They were
not only the ministers; some of them were Prime ministers,
army commanders, judges and some were saints and religious
priests. They had vast influence in the country and court of the
kings. The Arakanese king reposed great confidence in them.
The ministers and high officers were learned men, who
patronised learning and Muslim poets and writers. The poets
wrote in Bengali, a good number of their poems have been
discovered. Their writings prove that those who assembled in
the court of ministers were all Bengali specking people, or in
other words many of them entered into Arakan from the
neighbouring country of Bengal. Chittagong is adjacent to
Arakan, and for some time Chittagong was under the
Arakanese kings. So it may be presumed that most of the
Bengali speaking people of Arakan went there from
Chittagong. They could not forget their own language and that
is why Bengali language and literature prospered in Arakan.
This is the secret of the culture of Bengali language and
literature in Arakan, where the Arakanese had their own
language, but their language and literature did not develop. In
this chapter we propose to give an account of the poets and
their writings: the poets were not only Bengalees, but so far as
known, they were mostly from Chittagong.
Abdul Karim Sahitya-Vishared should be given credit for
collecting hundreds of puthis from different part of Chittagong.
He also collected Bengali manuscripts written by Bengali poets
living in Arakan. He and Dr. Muhammad Enamul Huq together
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wrote a book entitled Arakan Rajsabhaya Bangala Sahitya
giving accounts of their books and the subject matter
discussed in those books. They thought that the poets adorned
the court of the Arakanese kings, and so their book was
entitled Bengali literature in Arakanese court. But actually it
was not so, some of poets were in the service of the
government, but they were patronised by the Muslim ministers
and the poets adorned the court of the minister. There were
also some poets, who live in Arakan, but was neither in the
government service nor did they receive patronage from the
ministers.

Qazi Daulat

The earliest known Bengali poet in Arakan was Qazi
Daulat or Daulat Qazi. He was probably holding the post of
Qazi, or a judge but he wrote his book by order of Lashkar Wazir
Ashraf Khan. The poet also refers to the name of the reigning
king of Arakan Thiri Thudamma. His book was entitled
Satimaina Lor Chandrani. The poet says as follows about how
he was influenced to write the book:1

kªxhy³ Avkid AgvZ¨ cÖavb|
†lvjKjv cyY© †hb Pw›`ªgv mgvb\
....... .........
..........
†nbKv‡j mfv Kwi ewmqv _vwK‡Z|
K‡nš mvb›` wPË cÖm½ ïwb‡Z\
Aviwe dvwm© bvbv ZË¡ Dc‡`k|
wewea cÖm½ K_v AvwQj we‡kl\
¸RivwZ ¸nvwi †VV fvlv eûZi|
mn‡R gnr mZ¨ Avb›` wbqi\
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†k‡l cywb †KŠZz‡K Kwnjv gnvgwZ|
ïwb‡Z †jviK ivR gqbvi fviZx\
..... .......... ..............
†VVv †PŠcvBqv †`vnv Kwnjv mvab|
bv ey‡S †Mvnvwi fvlv †Kvb †Kvb Rb\
†`kx fv‡e eû ZvK cvÂvjxi Q‡›`|
mK‡j ïwbqv †hb eyS G Avb‡›`\
Z‡e KvRx †`ŠZ eywS †m AviwZ|
cÂvjxi Q‡›` K‡n gqbvi fviZx\
Translation: “Sriyut Ashraf Khan was a great minister, he
was like a full moon…….Sitting in the assembly, he
expressed his willingness to hear tales. There were
many stories in Arabic and Persian, Gujarati, Gohari
and Teth (Gohari and Teth were local languages
used in Gohar area bordering West Bengal).
He was willing to hear the story of Lorak and
Mai-nar Bharati (Satimaina Lor Chandrani) …… The
poet Sadhan told the story in Teth Gohari, but these
languages are not understood by many people. So
wanted that the book should be composed in
Panchali, Qazi Daulat felt the intention of the
minister and composed Mainar Bharati in Bengali.”
Satimaina was a ballad composed and sung by local
bards in Bhojpur area bordering ancient and medieval Bengal.
There were such other ballads, which were very popular and
entered into East Bengal including Chittagong, and crossed
over to Arakan. Two famous compositions were Mulla Daud’s
Chandain and Sadhan’s Mainasat. When these ballads were
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sung in the court of Lashkar Wazir Ashraf Khan, he took interest
in the poem and asked Qazi Daulat to write the book in
Bengali. So Qazi Daulat’s work was a translation but it was a
free translation and thus the poetic talent of the poet was
maintained.
The story in brief was as follows: Lor, the king of Gohari
married a beautiful princess name Maina or Mainabati. They
were living a happy life, when once a yogi showed Lor a picture
of another very beautiful lady Chandrani, the princess of
Mohari. Chandrani was also married, but her husband was a
short fellow and an impotent person, Lor went to Mohari, and
began meeting Chandrani in private, but when their illicit
connection was known, Chandrani’s husband fought against
Lor but was killed. Lor then married Chandrani. In the
meantime, in his own kingdom at Gohari, his first wife Maina
was living in anguish and sorrow due to his separation, and
another person named Saton tried to win over Maina, but
failed. Maina remained faithful to her husband Lor. Later Lor
came back with Chandrani to his kingdom and joined Maina,
thereafter all lived in happiness.
Qazi Daulat could not complete his work Saimaina Lor
Chandrani; before completion he died and later Alaol
completed the work at the request of another Muslim minister
Srimanta Sulaiman about 1659 A.D. i.e. about 20 years after
the death of Qazi Daulat. The poet was originally from
Chittagong; it was said that he was born at village Sultanpur in
Raozan Police Station, Chittagong District. His homestead is
shown in the village but his family is no more to be seen.2
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Poet Alaol
The poet Alaol was the most prominent of all the poets
of Roshang, in fact he was one of the greatest Bengali poets of
the 17th century, some scholars say that he was Rabindranath
Thakur of the 17th century. From his own testimony, it is known
that he was the son of a minister of Majlis Qutb of Fathabad in
Bengal. He along with his father was going by boat, on the way
they were met by Firingi pirates. Both the parties fought for
some time, the father died a martyr, but the son, i.e. Alaol was
made a captive and was taken to Roshang. Probably he was
sold to the king of Arakan. First he was appointed a horseman
in the army. While he was passing his days like this, he
chanced to come across the Muslim ministers and high
officials of the kingdom. Alaol was a learned man, he knew
various languages, Bengali, Arabic, Persian, Hindi and Sanskrit
and he was acquainted with famous literary works of those
languages. He was also well-versed in vocal and instrumental
music. When the ministers and other high officers came to
know of his various qualities, they appointed him to teach their
children and in this way he became well known to the learned
and court circle. He was invited to attend the assemblies in the
houses of ministers including the Prime Ministers. Magan
Thakur, a leading Muslim of Roshang, who was minister and
later Prime Minister under several kings took interest in him
and patronised him in various ways. After Magan’s death, other
ministers and Prime Ministers also patronised him. In this way,
Alaol was in the limelight of Arakan social and literary circle for
thirty years as a leading figure in the kingdom of Arakan.
With the patronage received from the ministers, Alaol
wrote six books (1) Padmavati (2) Saiful Mulk Badiujjamal (3)
Haft Paikar (or Sapta Paikar) (4) Thufa (5) Sikandarnama and
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(6) Last part of Satimaina Lor Chandrani. It may be mentioned
that all these were poetical Bengali translations of books of the
same name in other languages and written by great and
renowned poets. But the translation was not literal but free,
and Alaol maintained his poetical talents in all these books
throughout. At times he became free from the text and his
knowledge in various subjects have been very appropriately
exposed. Dr. Muhammad Shahidullah writes in his praise as
follows:3

Òga¨hy‡Mi ev½vjx Kwe‡`i g‡a¨ AvjvI‡ji ¯’vb AwZ
D‡P&P| ms¯‹…Z, evsjv, Aviwe, dviwm I wnw›` fvlvq
wZwb mycwÊZ wQ‡jb| ev¯weK GB gymjgvb Kwei
mgK¶ fvlvwe` †mB hy‡M †KvbI Kwe wQ‡jb bv, GK_v
†Rv‡ii m‡½ ejv hvB‡Z cv‡i|Ó
Translation: “Alaol’s name stands very high among
Bengali poets in the medieval period. He was a
good scholar in Sanskrit, Bengali, Arabic,
Persian and Hindi languages. In fact it may be
said in great confidence that there was no poet
in those days who was equal to this Muslim
poet.”
Dr. Dinesh Chandra Sen also praises him in the
following words:4

ÒcÙveZx Kv‡e¨ AvjvI‡ji Mfxi cvwÊ‡Z¨i cwiPq
Av‡Q| Kwe g½jvPv‡h©i gMb, iMb cÖf…wZ Aó gnvM‡Yi
ZË¡ wePvi Kwiqv‡Qb| LwÊZv, evmK m¾v,
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KjnvšwiZv cÖf…wZ Aó bvwqKvi †f` I wei‡ni `k
Ae¯’v cyLvbycyLiƒ‡c Av‡jvPbv Kwiqv‡Qb, Avqy‡e©`
kv¯ jBqv DP&Pv‡½i KweivRx K_v ïbvBqv‡Qb,
†R¨vwZl cÖm‡½i jMœvPv‡h©¨i b¨vq hvÎvi ïfvï‡fi
Ges †hvwMbx Z‡ši we¯vwiZ e¨vL¨v Kwiqv‡Qb; GKRb
cÖexY G‡qvi gZ wn›`yi weevnvw` e¨vcv‡i m² m²
AvPv‡ii K_v D‡jL Kwiqv‡Qb I cy‡ivwnZ VvKz‡ii gZ
cÖkw¯ e›`bvi DcKi‡Yi GKwU ï× ZvwjKv w`qv‡Qb,
GZØ¨ZxZ †Uv‡ji cwÊ‡Zi gZ Aa¨v‡qi wk‡ivfv‡M
ms¯‹…Z †kvK Zzwjqv w`qv‡Qb|Ó
Translation: “In the Padmavati, there is mark of profound
scholarship of Alaol. The poet examined the nature
of ‘magan’ ragan’ etc. eight ‘mahaganas’. He
discussed in details the quarrels and separation of
ten conditions of eight heroines like Khandita,
Bashakshajja and Kalhantarita; he discussed the
truths about Ayurvedic medical science; he
discussed the good and evil of timing of journeys
like ‘Lagnacharya’ of astronomical science; he
explained ‘Yoginitantra’; he explained the abstruse
rites followed in the Hindu marriages like an old
Hindu married woman (whose husband is alive); he
has supplied a correct list of praises and hymns
uttered by Purohits. Besides he inserted Sanskrit
and verses at the head of chapters like the Pandits
of tools (Sanskrit and vernacular schools).”
Abdul Karim Sahitya Visharad discovered his
manuscripts, brought the poet and his books from oblivion into
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the limelight of history by writing more than fifty articles in
various Bengali journals. Before him some of Alaol’s books
were published from Battala in Calcutta but these were not
scientifically edited and so are not dependable for scholarly
discussion. Abdul Karim Sahitya Visharad also edited the
famous Padmavati of Alaol and Alaol was his most favourite
poet. So his evaluation of Alaol is worth quoting:5

ÒgnvKwe AvjvIj e½xq gymjgvb mgv‡R GKRb
¶YRb¥v cyi€l| ÔmZx gqbvÕi Kwe †`ŠjZ KvRx‡K
ev` w`‡j Zuvnvi m`„k cÖwZfvevb cwÊZ †jvK GB
mgv‡R Avi wØZxqwU Rb¥ MÖnY K‡ib bvB ewj‡jI
AZz¨w³ nq bv| ga¨hyMxq eû mvwn‡Z¨ wZwb ga¨vý
fv¯‹ier †``xc¨gvb| Zuvnvi cÖwZfvi fv¯^i †`¨vwZ‡Z
mgMÖ e½ mvwnZ¨ Av‡jvwKZ nBqv iwnqv‡Q| wZwb
GKw`‡K gymjgvb RvwZi g‡a¨ gnvKwei ¯^Y© wmsnvm‡b
mgvmxb, Aciw`‡K Zuvnvi mgmvgwqK wn›`y KweK‚‡jI
Zuvnvi Avmb AwZ D‡P&P| ev½vjv I ms¯‹…Z fvlvq wZwb
†hgb AmvaviY cwÊZ wQ‡jb Aviex I dvimx fvmvqI
wZwb †Zgb Amvgvb¨ ey¨rcbœ wQ‡jb| GKw`‡K wn›`y kv¯
I mvwn‡Z¨ Ges Aciw`‡K gymwjg kv¯ I dvimx mvwn‡Z¨
Zuvnvi †hiƒc Mfxi Áv‡bi cwiPq cvIqv hvq, †ZgbwU
Avi †Kvb gymjgvb Kwei g‡a¨ cvIqv hvq bv| wZwb
AwZ DP&P †kªYxi Kwe cÖwZfv jBqv Rb¥ MÖnY
KwiqvwQ‡jb|Ó
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Translation:
“The great poet Alaol was genius in the
Muslim society of Bengal. Apart from Daulat Qazi,
the author of Satimaina, no second man like him in
scholarship was born in this society. The statement
is not an exaggeration. He is shining as the mid-day
sun in Medieval Bengali literature. The whole
Bengali literature has been illuminated by the light
of his genius. On the one hand, he is seated on the
golden throne of the great poets among the
Muslims; on the other hand, among the
contemporary Hindu poets also his position is very
high. As he was well versed in Bengali and Sanskrit
languages, so he was well-versed in Arabic and
Persian languages. As he was a versatile genius in
Hindu religion and literature so he was a great
scholar in Muslim religion and Persian literature.
Such erudition is not found in other Muslim poets.
He was born with poetic genius of very high
standard.”

Padmavati

The first book written by Alaol was the Padmavati. It was
originally written by Malik Muhammad Jaisi in Hindi, he started
writing the book in 923 A.H./ 1520 A.D and he completed it in
1540 A.D in the reign of Sher Shah. Jaisi probably died in 1542
A.D. i.e. two years after completing the book. The story centred
round Raja Ratna Sen of Chitore, the famous beautiful lady
Padmini, the princess of Ceylon and King Alauddin Khalji of
Delhi. Raja Ratna Sen was leading a happy life with his queen
Nagmati, but one day he heard about the beauty of Padmini.
The king went to Ceylon with his retinue in the guise of a Yogi,
on the way he underwent inhuman sufferings, but at the end he
was able to marry Padmini and lived there happily. Nagmati, on
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the other hand, was passing her days in grief at Chitore in the
absence of the king Ratna Sen. Ratna Sen later came back to
his capital and lived with the two queens, Nagmati and
Padmini. Ratna Sen once turned out one of his courtiers
Raghav Cehtan from his Court, the later went to Dehli, met
Sultan Alauddin Khalji, and related to him the story of the
beauty of Padmini. The Sultan attacked Chitore to Padmini, but
in the meantime king Ratna Sen had died and the two queens,
Nagmati and Padmini gave their life in the pyre of their
husband. Alauddin came back without achieving anything. This
is in short the story of Padmavati. We have said above that
Alaol composed the poem Padmavati by order of Magan
Thakur in 1651 A.D.

Saiful Mulk Badiujjamal
After completing the composition of Padmavati, Magan
Thakur ordered Alaol to write Saiful Mulk Badiujjamal. Alaol
began writing this book, before completing it Magan Thakur
died and so the composition of the book was left incomplete.
After about a decade Sayyid Musa, another Prime Minister of
Roshang requested Alaol to complete the book and the poet
did so. This is a legendary tale in which there is love story of
man and fairy. The story is found in the Arabic Nights, Alaol
probably got the story from a Persian book.
Saiful Mulk was the son of king Sifuan of Egypt and
Badiujjamal was the princess of Shapal, king of the fairy land
Iran-Bostan. The prince along with his friend Sayyid, the son of
Wazir, went to the fairyland and after great hardship met the
lady of his love and ultimately married. His friend Sayyid also
married the princess of Sarandeep. Alaol completed
composing Saiful Mulk Badiujjamal during 1669 – 70 A.D.
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Haft Paikar (or Sapta Paikar)
This is the third book written by Alaol. The book was
originally written in Persian by the great Persian poet Nizami
Ganjabi. There are seven stories, which have found place in this
book. King Numan of Ajam had a son named Bahram,
according to the advice of the astrologers, the king sent his son
to live in Yemen. An artist named Samna built for the prince
seven towers in the palace; each tower was of different type
and colour. In his absence the king died and the Wazir
occupied the throne. The prince however returned and
defeating the Wazir got back his throne. Thereafter he
conquered seven neighbouring kingdoms and married seven
princesses of those kingdoms. He allowed each of the
princesses to live in each of the seven towers he had built
earlier. When Bahram went to live with the princesses in the
tower, he asked each of them to tell a story to please him. In
this way seven princesses related seven stories which pleased
the king, the seven stories from the subject matter of the book
Haft Paikar. The story began on Saturday and ended on Friday,
the first story that of Saturday is the longest. The stories are all
interesting and pleasing. Needless to say, the stories were all
educative and full of moral principles. The chief aim of the
stories was to please the people. The book was written in 1660
A.D.

Tuhfa (or Tuhafat-un-Nasaih)

The book was originally written in Persian by Shaikh
Yusuf Gada in 795 A.H. / 1392-93 A.D. It is a book on religious
principles, and contains also advice and admonition that are
helpful to lead a religious life of the Muslims. In those days
books were not easily available, printing was not known,
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learners and teachers had to copy books for them. Shaikh
Yusuf Gada had a son named Abul Fath. Shaikh Yusuf wrote
this book to serve as a guide to his son. So the book is not
properly a Fiqh. It contains religious principles on the basic of
Fiqh and general moral principles that help regulating an
honest and religious life. Alaol, in the preface, gives the subject
matter of the book in the following words: 6

Aveyj dZn bv‡g cyÎ ¸Yevb|
iwPjv †Zvndv MÖš’ wbwg‡Ë Zvnvb\
Avi †hev c‡o, ï‡b Zvi wnZ jvwM|
kv¯ cvš’ RvbvB nBjv cY¨fvMx\
Pvwi `k cÂ eve Av‡Q wfbœ wfbœ|
kixqZ ZwiKZ Bmjvgx Øxb\
nvwKKZ †ZŠwn` Cgvb gnviZœ|
mKj AvQ G hw` cwo eyS hZœ\
Øvi‡K †evjG eve Aviwe fvlv G|
weby Øv‡i M„‡n cÖ‡ekb bvwn hvG\
†Zvndv †KZve Rvb kixq‡Zi Ni|
cÂ Dci Pwjk Øvi g‡bvni|
wKev Øxwb wKev `ywb wKev ag©-Kg©|
†fvRb wcqb iwZ evn¨ †kŠP Kg©\
M„nw¯’wZ Kg© bxwZ j¶x ev‡o Uz‡U|
‡Kvb K‡g© bi‡K coG ¯^‡M© D‡V\
bvgvR, RvKvZ, †ivRv diR bdj|
IRy Zq¤§g Avw` h‡_K †Mvmj\
†Mv‡ii mIqvj Av‡`¨ h‡_K K_b|
†Kvb Kg© ˆK‡j nG cvc we‡gvPb\
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Ave eû bxwZ kv¯ bvbv K_v Av‡Q|
weewiqv mKj Kwngy Av‡M cv‡Q\
Kíbv ePb b‡n mv¶x dziKvb|
Cgvb m‡ei K_v nvw`‡m digvb\
†n`vqv Kv‡dqv KzÄx Kzdzixi K_v|
MÖvwmjv Avw` †KZv‡ei h‡_K e¨e¯’v\
Aviwe wKZve n‡š dviwm fvlvq
iwPjv e‡qZ Q‡›` Bmyc M`v G\
Translation: “(Yusuf Gada) had a son named Abul Fath, the
book Thufa was written for him, whoever reads the
book will be benefited. There is forty-five Bab
(chapters) written on Shariat, Tariqat, Haqiqat,
Tauhid, and Iman according to Islamic religion. In
Arabic door is called Bab, and without door one
cannot enter the house. The book Thufa is the house
of Shariat, which has forty-five doors. The book deals
with religious and worldly matters like eating,
drinking, cohabiting, and washing, auspicious
matters on houses, works by which to go to heaven or
hell etc. It also deals with Namaz, Roza, Zakat, Faraz
(obligaory), Nafal (optional), Wazu (ablution),
Tayammum (purification by dust), and all kinds of
bath. It also deals with questions to be asked in the
grave, acts for removing the Sin, and moral principles.
These are not told out of imagination, they are found
in the Furqan (Quran) and traditions of the Prophet, in
books on Fiqh like Hidaya, Kafiya etc. Yusuf Gada
composed the book in Persian verse on the basis of
Arabic books.”
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The life of Muslim from birth to grave is regulated by
Shariat or Islamic law and the sources of Islamic law are the
Quran, the Hadis and Sunnat of the Prophet, Irma and Quays.
Muslims jurists have explained these sources from time to time
for the benefit of the Muslims. Apart from obligatory baths etc.
matters like passing urine and going to the privy, purification
there of, greetings among Muslim brethren, going to one’s
house and taking proper permission from the owners before
entering, all these are guided by Shariat or Islamic law. The
subjects have been discussed in forty-five Bab or chapters and
these chapters are as follows:
(1) Tawhid (oneness of Allah), (2) Iman (belief in Allah
and his Prophet, Angels, divine Book, life in the next
world, Taqdir, and day of Judgement), (3) QuestionAnswer in the grave, (4) Knowledge, (5) Injunctions of
Shariat about Wazu, Ghusal, going to the privy and
purification thereof, (6) Ibadat, performing namaz, (7)
Payment of Zakat, (8) Fasting in the month of
Ramazan, Shab-I-Qadr, (9) Musafir or way farers, and
how to go, when to go, the auspicious days for
travelling. In this chapter Hajj and Ziarat of Madina
have also been discussed. (10) Recitation of the
Quran and dowa, (11) Qasr, i.e. to offer Qasr prayer,
this is applied to Musafir, (12) Marriage, (13)
Cohabitation of husband and wife, (14) Eating, (15)
Drinking, (16) Wearing dresses, (17) Sleeping, (18)
Trading, (19) Darveshi, (20) Good behaviour, (21)
Debt, (22) How to sit in majlis or assembly, (23)
Scandal mongering, (24) Namaz, (25) Qaza Namaz,
(26) Patience, (27) Tauba or repentance, (28)
Miserliness, (29) Doing good deeds, (30) Charity, (31)
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Order, ordering to do good and prohibiting from doing
bad things, (32) Good voice, (33) Games, (34)
Hunting, (35) What to do when first moon is sighted,
(36) Old age, to remain engaged in prayers in old age
(after forty years), (37) Morning, (38) Shahid, i.e.
martyrdom, (39) Forty type of good works, (40)
Acquisition of wealth, (41) Heaven, (42) Hell, (43)
Sunnat, (words and deeds of the Prophet), (44)
Murder, (45) Various prescriptions.
The subject matters discussed above give an idea of the
book. It is not a literary work. It does not discuss love affairs,
nor does the book deal with legendary tales. Such books were
rarely written in Bengali in the medieval period, in fact, this is
the first book of its type. Later, however, a few more such books
dealing with religious subjects were written, such as Nasrullah
Khandakar’s Shariatnamah, Nuruddin’s Daquaeq-ul-Haqaeq
and Sheikh Muttalib’s Kifayet-ul-Musallin. Alaol wrote this
book Tuhfa in 1663-64 A.D.

Sikandarnama
Sikandarnama was originally written by Nizami Ganjabi
in Persian that the book was very popular to the scholarly
world. Alaol composed it in Bengali by order of Nabaraj Majlis,
the Prime Minister of Sri Chandra Sudharma, the Arakanese
king. The book was very difficult to comprehend, it is presumed
that the great Persian poet Nizami used words of five
languages, Arabic, Persian, Hebrew, Pahlavi (Old Persian) and
Nasrani (Armenian). Alaol himself says:

wbhvgxi †Nvi evK¨ eySb KK©k|
fvw½qv Kwn‡j Zv‡n Av‡Q eû im\
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mgy`ª mÂi mg MÖ‡š’i MÖš’b|
we‡kl dvimx fv‡li e‡qZ fv½b\
gnš wbhvgx evK¨ Bw½Z AvKvi|
we‡klZ cÂfvl wKZve gvSvi\
Aviwe dviwm Avi bmivbx Bû`x|
cnjex m‡½ cÂ fv‡li Aewa\
Translation: “It is difficult to understand the difficult
sentences of Nizami, but if they are explained they
give pleasure. Writing book is like swimming in the
sea, especially if it requires to explain Persian
poems. Nizami uses similes, particularly he uses
Arabic, Persian, Nasrani, Hebrew, Pahlavi etc. five
languages.”
Sikandarnama contains the heroic exploits of Sikandar
or Alexander. He was the son of King Philip of Macedonia; after
the father’s death Sikandar ascended the throne, his tutor or
friend Aristotle was made his minister. Alexander became
famous by conquering various countries; he even came to
India, and defeated Porus of the Panjab. But his chief
opponent was Darius of the Persia, by defeating him Alexander
conquered the kingdom.
He is said to be the same as Sikandar Zulqarnain of the
Holy Quran. It is a big volume and among Alaol’s books
Sikandarnama was next to Padmavati in terms of popularity.
Fortunately a standard text of the book has now been
published by the Bangla Academy under the editorship of
Ahmad Sharif. As stated above Alaol completed the writing of
this book in 1672 A.D. This was probably the last book written
by him. The famous Alexanderia port in Egypt was founded by
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Sikandar and he is also said to be the inventor of looking glass.
He tried to get the water of life but failed and again to be
immortal he went to Amaranagar, from there also he came
back disappointed. A man gave him a handful of dust and he
will be merged with dust after death.

Satimaina Lor Chandrani
(Concluding part)

It may be remembered that Qazi Daulat started writing
this book, but before concluding it he died. Alaol completed
this book by order of Sulaiman in 1658 A.D. Satimaina is a big
book, consisting of three parts. Qazi Daulat wrote first two
parts, Alaol added the third part. In his part Alaol wrote “Rattan
Kalika O Madan Manjari Prasanga” and “Ananda Barmar
Galpa”. In writing about Qazi Daulat’s part we have said that
while Lor was passing his days with Chandrani, leaving Maina
alone, the later was passing her days in grief due to separation.
She bore her grief with extreme patience, and at last patience
bore fruit. Lor could realise his mistake, he returned home with
Chandrani, and all three began to live a happy life. Alaol in his
part of the book showed that God rewards those who have
patience, and he completed the book saying that Lor was
united with Maina.

Poet Mardan Nuruddin

Mardan wrote his book in Kanchi a place in Roshang.
Abdul Karim Sahitya-Visharad discovered a manuscript of his
book of which some pages both at the beginning and end were
lost. In the available pages the title of the book is not found, in
one place the word Nasira is found and so Abdul Karim
Sahityavisharad and Dr. Enamul Huq write that the name of the
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book was Nasiranama, the book deals with Nasib or luck. So it
is also believed that the name of the book was Nasibnama. The
poet refers to the king Thiri Thudamma, who reigned from 1622
to 1638 A.D. So the book must have been written in between
these two dates. Poet Mardan was therefore a contemporary of
Qazi Daulat. In the colophon the poet’s name is Mardan
Nuruddin and the name of his Pir was Sayyid Ibrahim.
The poet praises the town of Kanchi saying that in that
town there were living the Muslims, the Brahmins and the
Kayasthas. Among the Muslims there were Alims or learned
men who were busy with the Kitab and Quran, i.e. they were
busy in religious pursuits. The Brahmins were also learned
Pandits and they were busy with their books or Kavyas. The
Kayasthas were also there busy in their respective works.
Kanchi was probably the name of a township within the
kingdom of Roshang.
The subject matter of the book is fate, whatever is in
fate will happen, God does not help the proud people and pride
hastens their fall. The story is as follows: Abdul Nabi and Abdul
Karim, two friends were engaged in business. They were so
friendly that they wanted to make their friendship lasting and
for this reason they promised to get their children married. The
agreement was that if one had a son and another had a
daughter they would get them married and vice versa. Abdul
Nabi had a son, while Abdul Karim had a daughter, but
unfortunately Abdul Karim lost his wealth and became poor.
Abdul Nabi forgot his promise and prepared to get his son
married elsewhere. Abdul Karim tried to remain Abdul Nabi
about his promise but the later did not pay heed to it, rather
returned Abdul Karim insulted. Abdul Karim’s wife consoled her
husband saying that destiny is irrefutable. Later it so happened
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that their promise was fulfilled and Abdul Nabi’s son married
Abdul Karim’s daughter. 7

Quraishi Magan and his book Chandravati
Quraishi Magan’s forefather came from Arabia to Gaur
and from there one member of the family moved towards the
east, came to Chittagong and ultimately moved to Arakan.
Quraishi Magan wrote a book entitled Chandravati. Dr. Enamul
Huq discovered a manuscript of which pages both at the
beginning and end were lost. So his antecedents and his
identity can not be ascertained. Abdul Karim Sahityavisharad
and Dr. Enamul Huq thought that the poet Quraishi Magan was
the same person as Magan Thakur, the Prime Minister of
Arakan and the patron of the poet Alaol.8 But nowadays
scholars hold a different opinion. They say that Quraishi Magan
was a different person, he had no connection with Magan
Thakur, the Prime Minister.9
There are some families at Nawazishpur (old
Fatehnagar) in Raozan P.S. of Chittagong district who claims
that they belong to the family of Quraishi Magan. Late Abdul
Huq Chowdhury, a famous local historian of Chittagong,
belonged to the same family. He collected information about
his family and he is also of opinion that Quraishi Magan was a
different person from Magan Thakur, the Prime Minister of
Roshang. Quraishi Magan’s manuscript was collected from his
family. From the genealogical tree that Abdul Huq Chowdhury
could collect from his family, it appears that from Quraishi
Magan ten generations have so far passed and by this
calculation. Quraishi Magan seems to have been alive in the
beginning of the 18th century or in other words, Quraishi
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Magan flourished about 50/60 years later than Magan Thakur.
According to family tradition of Abdul Huq Chowdhury, Quraishi
Magan had a brother named Bhikan, on the death of both the
brothers, Magan left a son named Shujaul and Bhikan a son
named Mujahid. Quraishi Magan probably wrote his book while
he was living in Arakan. Shujaul and Mujahid, due to some
reason, killed a Magh officer and to avoid consequences fled to
Chittagong. It may be remembered that Chittagong was then a
part of the Mughal Empire in the Bengal subah. So by fleeing to
Chittagong, they escaped and came out of the reach of the
Magh government. Shujaul and Mujahid first stayed for some
time at Silimpur in Sitakund P.S. but later moved to
Fatehnagar (now renamed Nawazishpur) in the Raozan Police
station. Here they acquired lakhiraj or rent-free land. They
belonged to a family of poet, may be they were also educated
persons, and one of their descendants Tita Ghazi Faqir was
probably a Faqir or a man of saintly disposition. This is why
probably the Mughal Government granted them rent-free
lands. The family still holds the landed property and is widely
known as a respectable family.

Abdul Karim Khondkar
The poet Abdul Karim Khondkar was born in Arakan,
and his forefathers were engaged in state services of Roshang.
The poet writes about his genealogy as follows:10

G‡e myb G wKZve ˆnj †Rb cywZ|
Kwneg wKwÂZ mybn Zvi K…wZ\
imv½ mn‡i GK MÖvg gbyni|
w`e¨ f‚wg w`e¨ bvg awi‡Q e›`i\
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KvwR gydwZ Zvwjg Avwjg R_ Avi|
dKxi `ª‡ek Avi †m MÖvg gvRvi\
eo 2 gymjgvb ZvnvZ wbevm|
b„c m‡½ K‡n K_v Kwi cwinvm\
`wi`ª `ytwLZ Rw` AvBj `yqvi|
kb¨ n‡¯ †Kn b wdiv G cybeŸ©vi\
gQwR` DVvBj bvgvR Kwi‡Z|
†Z Kvi‡Y bvg K…wZ ivwLjv RM‡Z\
eûRb Avwjg Avwbqv GKvËi|
`vb w`qv bgvR Kiv G wbiši\
Kvnv‡K LwZe K‡i Kvnv‡K Bgvg|
Kvnv‡K gQwj Kwi KiG cÖbvg\
b„c gwš Avw` R_ m‡ei `j©f|
†ZKvi‡Y w`‡b w`‡b evwij ˆefe\
mvgjv my›`i Zby A‡¯^ Av‡ivnb|
cÖwZw`b Pwj RvG b„‡ci m`b\
fvj bvg cvBqv‡Q cÖmv‡` ivRvi|
mvw` DK bvbv eywj cÖksmv Rvnvi\
mvw` DK ey‡j †Rv‡i ewbœK Dci|
†kªôv nB cvB‡jš †Z¼v gvj Ni\
............ ..................
AvwZei bvg ˆ_‡Q wbR evc gvÎ|
bvbv bvg _yB‡jš giD½v †ævns ivG\
.......... ..................
GKw`b Avgv‡K WvwKqv †mB Rb|
civBqv ïwb‡jš wKZve K_b\
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`yjv gRwjk bv‡g wKZve cÖavb|
niwlZ ˆnj gb ïwbqv Zvnvb\
†evwjjv dviwm fvmv b ey‡S mK‡j|
†Kn ey‡S †Kn jy‡K mywbqv wed‡j\
g‡b fv‡½ Kwi‡jb N‡i †mBRb|
Rvnvi wKwiwZ Rk _vK G fzeb\
Avi fv‡e cyY¨ Av‡Q cš’ RvbvB‡j|
Avwke©v` Kwi‡eš cwiqv ïwb‡j\
Zv‡Z gnvRb AvÁv b RvG jNb|
Aw½Kvi ˆKjyu; Zvb gvwbjy ePb\
..........
................
igQyj wgqv bv‡g cÖwcZv Avgvi|
wemG c`we cvBj cÖmv‡` ivRvi\
wW½vi nvwQj R_ Zvnvi KviY|
jBqv †fU G me b„‡ci PiY\
ZvbcyÎ gQb Avwj wW½vi `yevwm (†`vfvlx)|
w`e¨ e¯‘ ˆn‡j b„c ¯’v‡b †`G Avwm\
imv‡½Z R_ m`vMi AvB‡m RvG|
b„‡ci mgy‡L wbqv ePb wdivG\
Zvb cyÎ Avwj AvKvei a‡i bvg|
ï× gwZ †gvnvRb me© ¸‡Y avg\
Avwg Zvb cyÎ Ave`yj Kwig Ly›`Kvi|
Avkv ˆKjy GB wKZve iwP‡Z cqvi\
Translation: “Now hear how this kitab became a puthi
(i.e. rendered in to Bengali verse). I will tell you
something about it. In the town of Roshang, there is
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a beautiful and heavenly village named Bandar. In
that place many Qazis, Muftis, teachers and
students, Faqir and darvesh live. Wealthy Muslims
live there and talk to the king in friendly terms. If any
poor man comes to a house he does not go
disappointed. The people there erected mosques to
say prayer and thus left their names to be
remembered. Muslim learned people were brought
there, some were appointed Khatib, some Imam,
some offer prayer as musulli. Some of the people
were minister of the king, they all work for increasing
the wealth. There was one man there who received
title from the king, the title was Sadi-uk-Nana. He
was the chief of the merchants, and he became incharge of the mint …….. His name was Atibar, he was
so named by his parents, but the Magh king gave
him the title of ‘Nana’ …….. One day he called me
and heard the book DullaMajlis, read to him. He was
happy and said that many persons cannot
understand Persian, some understand, other hear it
from those who can read and understand. So if it is
rendered into payer (or in Bengali) people will bless
you. At his order I promised to write the book in
Bengali…….. The name of my great grandfather was
Rasul Mia, the king was kind to bestow him wealth
and title. His duty was to collect dues from boats or
ships and to send state dues to the king. His son was
Machan Ali, he was interpreter of ships. If he came
across a good thing, he used presented it to the king.
His duty was to present before the king all traders
who came to Roshang. His son was good souled and
good charactered Ali Akbar. I am Abdul Karim
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Khondkar, his son. I hope to compose this book in
Bengali verse.”
In the above passage, the poet Abdul Karim Khondkar
gives a good picture of Muslim Society in his area, Bandar,
probably port area of Roshang, the capital city Mrohaung.
There an officer established a settlement, his name was Atibar,
he was given the little of Sadi-uk Nana, he was a mint officer,
and probably had some control over the merchants. Atibar’s
father name was Umar, it is not known whether Umar held any
state service. Atibar’s Pir was Hamidullah. In the place of
Bandar, where Atibar established a settlement, many rich
Muslim families built their houses; Atibar built there a mosque.
Alims or Muslim learned men were settled there, some were
appointed as Khatib and some as Imam. The residents were
busy in offering prayers and helped the poor, if any happened
to come over there. Such a bright picture of the Muslim Society
in Arakan is really encouraging because it shows how the
Muslims lived there as an affluent people.
The poet gives the names of his ancestors. His great
grand father was Rasul Mia, he was a custom officer in the
king’s service. His grand father was an interpreter in the
customs office of the same king, his duty was to present
foreigners before the king and to interpret one’s views to the
others. In this way he used to come in contact with all traders
who came to Roshang and he must have been very trusted
officer of the king. The poet’s father Ali Akbar was probably a
private person, if he was in the state service, the poet would
have mentioned it proudly. The poet himself was a learned
man, probably he was also a private person and he adorned the
court of Atibar, the Sadi-uk. It was at the requested of Atibar
that the poet wrote his book Dulla Majlis.
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Dulla Majlis was a book dealing with religious subjects,
it was a big volume consisting of 33 chapters. The book was
compose in 1200 A.H./1785 A.D. In this same year the
Burmese king Bodawpaya conquered Arakan and annexed it to
the kingdom of Burma. So the poet wrote this book in the last
year of the independent kingdom of Arakan. Before that the
poet wrote two other books Tamim Ansari and Hazar Masail.

Poet Abdul Karim
He was also known as Shuja Qazi, he wrote in versical
from a story of Roshang known as Roshanger Panchali (History
of Roshang). He was an inhabitant of Shadarpara of Arakan
and the poet was alive during the first part of the 18th century.

Qazi Abdul Karim
He was an inhabitant of Qaim of Arakan and was the
author of five books: Rahatul Qulub, Abdullar Hazar Sawal,
Nurnama, Madhumalati and Darige Majlis. The first three
books deal with religious matters, Madhumalati was a love
story, and the subject matter of the last book cannot be
ascertained.

Poet Abul Husain

He lived at Bandar near Mrohaung, the capital of
Arakan. He wrote a book entitled Adamer Larai (Battle of
Adam). The subject matter cannot be determined.
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Ismail Saqib
He was a man of Qaim, and wrote a book entitled Bilqisnama.
It is probably a love story, in which a woman named Bilqis was
the heroine.

Qazi Muhammad Husain
He was a man of Bandar, a place near Mrohaung of
Roshang. He wrote three books entitled Amir Hamza,
Dewalmati and Haidar Jung.
We have given above the names of poets who flourished
in Arakan and the titles of their books. We find that Bengali
literature produced in Arakan was very rich. Qazi Daulat and
Alaol were very famous for their works; they were greatest of all
Muslim poets in the whole medieval period. The presence of so
many Muslim poets in Arakan and the production of so many
books in Bengali, show that there was a Bengali Muslim
Society there who were ready to receive and read them. This is
a supporting evidence to show that there were many Muslims
living in Arakan who were literate and highly cultured. This is
also a strong evidence to prove that Muslims had entered into
Arakan from various parts from long past.
Notes and References
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Chapter – V

ROHINGYA MUSLIMS OF ARAKAN
In the last part of the 18th century, Arakan faced fierce
political crisis due to factional fights and in the turmoil that
followed the Burmese king Bodawpaya conquered Arakan in
1785 A.D. and annexed her to his Burmese kingdom. By that
time the neighbouring kingdom of Bengal had already passed
to the control of the English East India Company. Burma was
soon to feel the brunt of the English rule. It happened as
follows. In 1760 Chittagong was ceded to the English and there
were border clashes between the two neighbours – English of
Chittagong and the Burmese king. In the first Anglo-Burmese
war of 1825, the English occupied Arakan, according to the
Yandaboo treaty Burma ceded Arakan, Tenasserim, Manipur,
Kachar and Jaintia to the English and promised to pay Taka one
core to the English as war indemnity. The English laid the
foundation of the town of Akyab in the same year at the
confluence of Kaladan River. Akyab now became the capital of
the English occupied Arakan.
Mr. Robertson who was a district magistrate of Chittagong was
appointed the first civil ruler of Arakan. He assessed the
condition of Arakan and sent a report to the governor general of
India. In this report he said that Arakan had great potentials of
growing agricultural commodities, particularly rice. Arakan had
huge quantity of fallow land, and the forest-land also remained
unutilised. The Arakanese or Burmese were lazy; they were not
accustomed to hard work. Moreover the Society was
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matriarchal, in which females mostly did outdoor works. So
Robertson suggested that to cultivate lands and to grow rice
and other agricultural commodities, farmers from Bengal
particularly Chittagong should be sent to Arakan and settled
there. Mr. Paton succeeded Robertson as the ruler of Arakan.
He supported Mr. Robertson’s opinion about importing Muslim
agriculturists from Chittagong to Arakan. In his report we get an
important evidence about Muslim population in Arakan. He
gives the population figure in Arakan as follows: Maghs 60
thousand, Muslims 30 thousand and Burmese 10 thousand.
So on the date of the conquest of Arakan by the English, there
had already been living 30 thousand Muslims and these 30
thousand Muslims were living there from before, now their
descendants and successors have increased by leaps and
bounds.
We have got here a starting point to get the number of Muslims
in Arakan, it is around the year 1825, and the number of
Muslims was 30 thousand, that is 30 percent of total
population. Then followed another wave of Muslim migration
into Arakan. This time they were encouraged to go there from
Chittagong by the English rulers1 because their settlement was
essential to encourage agricultural. A report says: 2
“After the land has been got into working Chittagonians are
recognised as the most capable of development and some
Arakanese landlords have expressed the view that
Chittagonians are preferable as tenants to any other races,
both because they are willing to pay a better rent, and because
they try to improve the land.”
It may be mentioned here that those Chittagonians who went
to Arakan during this time, included both Muslims and Hindus;
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the later were professional groups and they started there their
professional trade like gold and black smith, milkmen, money
lenders, grocers and so on; it will be evident later in these
pages that the number of Hindus who entered into Arakan was
much smaller than their Muslim counterparts.
In order to get the correct number of Muslim population in
Arakan in the British period, we have got to obtain the help of
Census reports. These are not, however, readily available.

We have seen above that according to the report of British
official, in 1826, the total population of Arakan was only one
lakh, of which 30 thousand i.e. 30% were Muslims. Now
according to 1911 Census, in the Akyab district alone, the
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number of Muslims increased to 1,78,647. The 30 thousand
Muslims of Arakan of 1826 were the descendants of early
settlers, Arabs, Persian, Mughals etc. With the occupation of
Burma by the English, they encourage the foreigners mostly
farmers from Bengal and the neighbouring district of
Chittagong to come and settle in Arakan. The object of English
was to cultivate fallow lands and extract resources. But it is
surprising to note that though the number increased, in the
1911 Census also, the number of Muslims was only 33%. It
means that not only the Muslims increased, but the people of
other religious groups also increased. Taken an over-all view,
the increased was not due to import of the Muslims by the
British.
The Muslims of Arakan are divided into Thambaikkya, Zerbadi,
Kamanchi and the Rohingyas. The Rohingyas are the most
predominant, they from about 80% of the Muslim population of
Arakan. In 1981 Census, the Burmese government declared
that all Muslim groups of Arakan were foreigners and they were
divided as follows: 3
Chittagong Kollar (Rohingya)………
Bengali Kollar …………………………
Indian Kollar ………………………….
Uriya (of Orissa) Kollar ……………..
TOTAL ………………..

1,86,327
15,586
3,587
3,527
2,09,027

Kollar means foreigners, probably, the word was
derived from Kuli, labour. This is however, a wrong calculation,
the Burmese Government deliberately distorted the figure to
show that the number of Rohingya was very small. In 1978,
when Rohingya entered into Cox’s Bazar, to escape from
Burmese torture, it was known that the number of Muslims in
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Arakan was 10 lakh or one million. In 1992 the Human Rights
group of Asia Watch of U.S.A. reported in one of their bulletins
that there are 14 lakh Rohingyas in Arakan.4 In fact it is not
possible to ascertain the exact number of Rohingyas in Arakan
due to suppression of facts by the government. But we may
accept the figure supplied by the Asia Watch that the number
of Rohingyas of Arakan is 14 lakh.
Arakanese Muslims, i.e. Rohingyas mainly settled on
the fertile banks of the rivers, Lemru, Kaladan, Mayu, Mingan
and Naf. Naf River is the border between Bangladesh and
Arakan, so the Rohingyas settled on the Arakanese side of the
Naf. The villages or places where the Rohingya settlement is
most predominant are given bellow:
On both sides of the Lemru river - villages or
settlements are: Sara, Bandar, Kualong, Rajarbil, Baldipara,
Pangdu, Kambao, Shishruk, Melatudyng, Batang, Shendong,
Piparang, Daspara, Meyonbu, Butlu, Halingbong, Halimpara,
Chenbbli, Puran para, Chittapara, Kottipara, Paikpara, Kaim,
Barbassa etc.
On both sides of the Mingan river - villages and
settlements are: Nisa, Padong, Julapara, Mainakachcha,
Manjundak, Sakhariperang, Rajapara, Babudong, etc.
On both banks of the Kaladan river - villages and
settlements are: Chandana, Miurkul, Kainiperang, Bakaim,
Shuling perang, Tangfak, Bhave, Afskau, Keri, Qazipara,
Keyeda, Rohingya para, Ramju para, Ambari, Keyakta Khenda,
Baharpara, Lakhnanpara, Kulwari, Tangtangnirang, Pallarpara,
Meyoktang etc.
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On the both sides of the Mayu river - villages and
settlements are: Rathedaung, Machchari, Angperayang,
Rajarbil, Raushenpereng, Jopepereng, Samila, Puimali,
Rowainga-daung, Alikhang, Moi-daung, Suofang, Maruchang,
Khnachang, Gaulengi, Buthidaung, Lawadang, Taimongkhali,
etc.
On south and eastern side of the river Naf - villages and
settlements are: Maungdaw, Amtala, Battala, Walideng,
Kazirbil, Bolibazar, Nagpura, Bara Sikdarpara, Kaaripara,
Habshipara, Arabshah para, Shuja para, Rajarbil,
Nurullahpara, and Ali Chanjaw, Udaung, Shilkhali, Andaung.
The etymology of the above place-names is worth
examination by scholars. For example Rajarbil (Rajapara on the
Mingdon River) is common in all the above lists. Julapara,
Kazipara, Nurullahpara, Habshipara, Paikpara are all indicative
of the founders of the places, some of these were settled by the
professional classes. I have a feeling that if proper survey is
made and the origin and developments of the Rohingyas are
studied from historical and sociological points of view, the
historical perspective of the Rohingyas will be more clear and
apparent.
Notes and References
1. Prabasi, Vol. VII, 1351 B.S.,p. 242.
2. R.B Smart: British-Burma Gazetteer, Vol. A. Akyab District,
p.129.
3. Ibid., pp. 222-245.
4. Dhaka Digest, Vol. V. No. 4, 1991, p. 17.
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Chapter - VI

CONCLUSION
In the above pages we have tried to place the Rohingyas in
proper historical perspectives. Of late the Rohingyas have lost
their former position, and they have been forced to leave their
heart and home and take shelter in the neighbouring Bengal. It
is not due to the fault of the Rohingyas themselves and the
reason is political and coercive policy of the Burmese
government. In Arakan, the Rohingyas from a solid group,
which is an eyesore to the Burmese government.
Burmese became independent in 1948, and the misfortune of
the Rohingyas began. The tales of the Rohingya misfortunes
are out of context here, so we shall not discuss them. In short
we may say that the Rohingyas were victims of military rule
established by General Ne Win. He and his Revolutionary
Council and Burma Socialist Party Programme, made it a policy
to suppress and oust the Rohingya Muslims out of the country.
Their first step was to declare the Rohingyas as aliens, and to
restrict their movements. Next the Arakanese administration
was Buddhaised, expelling the Muslim or transferring them to
out of the places, and thus reduced their number day by day.
Next step was to ban all Rohingya socio-cultural organisations
and the Rohingya language programme broadcast from
Rangoon Radio (BBS) was also discontinued. Side by side the
government also perpetrated oppressions against the
Rohingya Muslims. Police and army personals entered into the
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house of prominent Muslims, made arrests indiscriminately,
extorted money, insulted women and harassed and tortured all
who opposed them in their illegal and inhuman activities.
Under these circumstances the Rohingyas had no alternative
but to leave the country in search of safety. In fact the Burmese
government began oppressing the Rohingyas from the
beginning, i.e. after Burma became independent. But we have
omitted the past history and we would like to discuss in short
the two exoduses of the Rohingyas across the Naf River to
Bangladesh. Arakan state authorities under the supervision of
the Burmese Council of State started a cleansing operation
against the Rohingya Muslims in 1978. The operation was
named Nagamin or King Dragon operation and its object was
to intimidate the Muslims and compel them to leave Arakan.
The operation was started in March 1978 and such oppression
was perpetrated that within a short time the number of
Rohingya refugees to Bangladesh exceeded 3,00,000 who
were given shelter on humanitarian grounds by the Bangladesh
government.
When the government of Bangladesh took up the matter
through diplomatic channel, the government of Burma denied
the allegation, they rather said that due Census checking,
some Bengali illegal immigrants fled to Bangladesh for fear of
being detected. Through intense diplomatic exercises, in which
the United Nations were also involved, the international
community paid attention to this humanitarian problem. The
government of Burma was ultimately forced to take back their
people. The United Nations High Commission for Refugees
took active part in sending back the refugees to their homes;
according to their estimate 3,00,000 Rohingyas entered into
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Bangladesh, stayed there for nine months. During this time
about 40,000 men, women and children died of hunger and
diseases, 2,00,00 returned to their homes and the rest,
majority of them left Bangladesh for India, Pakistan,U.A.E,
Saudi Arabia and Malaysia.
The refugees returned under an agreement between
the Bangladesh and Burma, but the government of Burma was
not sincere in their commitments. In 1982, they enacted a
Citizenship Law in which the citizens were grouped into three National, Associate and Naturalised.
The national citizens are those who settled in Burma
before the occupation of the country by the British.
Associate and Naturalised citizens are those who entered into
Burma during the British rule. Those people who have been
granted citizenship on submission of application under the
Citizenship Act of 1948 were grouped as Associate citizens.
Those who did not apply and were not granted citizenship
under the Citizenship Act of 1948 were grouped as Naturalised
Citizens.
It is not difficult to understand that the Rohingyas did not apply
for Associate citizenship under the Citizenship Act of 1948,
because they had been old settlers and were eligible to be
National. But the most important point to be noted is that the
Associate and Naturalised Citizens could not own property, and
participate in political activities. Another section of the Act
provided that whether a person was National or not to be
decided not by the court of law, but by the Council of State. The
sole aim of this Act was to exclude the Rohingyas from
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Citizenship and make them a people without any right or any
State. This gave the government the handle to drive the
Rohingyas out of the country.
So another wave of oppression over the Rohingyas started, and
the Rohingyas had no other alternative but to leave the country
to save their life, property and honour. The result was that in
1991-92, again there was a Rohingya refugee problem in
Bangladesh, and about 3,00,000 Rohingyas crossed over the
Naf River and entered into this side of the border of
Bangladesh. Again there started diplomatic exercises, again
the involvement of the United Nations and the international
community. The Burmese government are again taking back
the Rohingyas, but their return is not yet complete.
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The Rohingya refugee problem is a creation of the Burmese
ruling Junta, it was created by denying the Rohingyas their
citizenship rights which is inalienable, a right that cannot be
taken away by enacting discriminatory law. The Rohingyas have
been settling in Arakan from long before the British occupation
of the country. In fact the forefathers of Rohingyas had entered
into Arakan from time immemorial. The Burmese ruling Junta
do not know, that the Rohingyas have a long history, tradition
and culture that they had built up in Arakan by their long and
historic settlement. In fact the Rohingyas have been settling in
Arakan for more than a thousand years. ###
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